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Abstract

The genus Psychrobacter presents an unusually broad range of isolation sources, ranging

from the bodies of mammals to extremely cold and saline permafrost soils. In this thesis, I

present my investigation of the diversity of Psychrobacter with the goal of identifying

differences within the genus which may contribute to its surprising ecological distribution. I

collected 85 Psychrobacter strains from diverse locations and isolation sources, and

approached this problem using genomics, including phylogenomics and pan-genome

analysis, as well as ancestral character estimation and analysis of protein coding

sequences. I also performed extensive phenotyping, collecting growth curves in 24 different

conditions in a gradient of temperature, salt, and nutritional complexity, as well as

information on strain bile resistance, oxygen utilization, and for a subset of strains, ability to

colonize germ-free mice. I show that Psychrobacter most likely evolved from a Moraxella-like

ancestor, that is, a mesophilic pathobiont of mammals, and subsequently diverged into

strains that maintain the ability to grow at high temperatures (ie 37 oC) versus those that only

grow at cooler temperatures (25 oC or lower). There are some genomic and phenotypic

differences amongst Psychrobacter strains based on source of isolation, but ultimately,

dividing the genus by their behavior may be more useful. Overall, Psychrobacter promises to

be an interesting model group for disentangling niche diversification among close relatives.
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Zusammenfassung

Innerhalb der Bakterien weist die Gattung Psychrobacter ein ungewöhnlich breites Spektrum

an Isolationsquellen auf, welche von den warmen Säugetierkörpern bis hin zum extrem

kalten und salzhaltigen Permafrostböden reichen. In dieser Arbeit präsentiere ich meine

Untersuchungen zu der Diversität von Psychrobacter mit dem Ziel, Unterschiede innerhalb

der Gattung zu identifizieren, die zu ihrer überraschenden ökologischen Verbreitung

beitragen. Um diese Fragestellung zu untersuchen, sammelte ich 85 Psychrobacter-Stämme

von verschiedenen Standorten und Isolationsquellen und analysierte diese mit Hilfe von

genomischer Methoden, einschließlich von Phylogenomik- und Pan-Genom-Analysen, sowie

einer Abschätzung abstammender Merkmale und der Analyse von Protein-kodierenden

Sequenzen. Eine umfangreiche Phänotypisierung führte ich mittels der Erfassung von

Wachstumskurven unter 24 verschiedenen Bedingungen mit variierenden

Salzkonzentrationen, Temperaturen und Nährstoffkomplexitäten, sowie durch

Verträglichkeitstest unterschiedlicher Gallen- und Sauerstoffkonzentrationen durch. Für eine

Untergruppe von Stämmen wurde ebenfalls die Fähigkeit, keimfreie Mäuse zu besiedeln,

untersucht. Ich zeige, dass sich Psychrobacter mit großer Wahrscheinlichkeit aus einem

Moraxella-ähnlichen Vorfahren entwickelt hat, d.h. einem mesophilen Pathobionten von

Säugetieren. Anschließend divergierte dieser in Stämme, welche die Fähigkeit beibehalten,

bei hohen Temperaturen (d.h. 37 °C) zu wachsen, oder zu Stämmen, die nur bei kühleren

Temperaturen (25 °C oder niedriger) wachsen. Es zeigen sich einige genomische und

phänotypische Unterschiede zwischen den Psychrobacter-Stämmen, welche auf der

Isolierungsquelle beruhen, jedoch ist es letztendlich sinnvoller, die Gattung nach ihrem

Wachstumsverhalten zu unterteilen. Insgesamt verspricht Psychrobacter eine interessante

Modellgruppe für die Entflechtung der Nischendiversifizierung innerhalb nah verwandten

Organismen zu sein.
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Chapter 1. General Introduction

Eukaryotic organisms have evolved in the constant presence of microbial organisms

and host microbial communities which are called their microbiomes. The microbiome of an

organism frequently provides functions that the host organism would not otherwise have

access to; for example, the bioluminescence of many marine animals is dependent upon

light-producing symbionts (1). Frequently, the increased function provided by the microbiome

is related to host diet; the microbiomes of ruminants are well-adapted to digest complex

polysaccharides that would otherwise provide no nutrition for the hosts (2), and there is

evidence that the human microbiome can provide lactose tolerance even in genetically

lactose intolerant people (3). With microbial communities having such pronounced fitness

effects on their hosts, there is growing interest in characterizing the effect microbes may

have on the evolutionary trajectory of their hosts and vice versa (4).

It has been shown that hosts influence the evolutionary trajectories of their

associated microbiomes (5). There is phylogenetic clustering of microbial communities

based on the host organisms (6), as well as phylogenetic clustering of particular bacteria

based on host specificity (7). These are likely influenced by physiological and ecological

differences between categories of host (8). Selective pressures exerted by the host on its

microbiome include the specificity of the host diet, resulting in differential nutritional

availability (9), the time since host feeding resulting in a “feast or famine” nutrient availability

scheme (10), relatively rapid movement of the luminal liquid and mucosa resulting in

microbial “wash out” (11), extremely high density of other microbial competitors (12),

predation by bacteriophage (13), and selection by the host immune system (14).

All of these host-specific selection factors are expected to contribute to the fact that

there is little taxonomical overlap between microbes that are found in the mammalian gut

versus those found outside of the gut (15), with the notable exception of gastrointestinal

pathogens, which frequently have significant reservoirs in water and soil (16, 17). A microbe
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able to thrive both within and outside of the mammalian gut could provide insights into

microbial lifestyle transitions, which are logically common, but have only been predicted

based on phylogenetic data (18).

The genus Psychrobacter, from the Gammaproteobacteria class, has been observed

in a huge range of environments. Psychrobacter spp. were first included as members of the

closely related genus Acinetobacter, until the 1980s when P. immobilis, first isolated from

frozen food, was proposed as the gen. nov. sp. nov. strain (19). Psychrobacter has been

isolated from frozen food, glacial ice, permafrost soil, seawater, invertebrates, fish, birds, and

mammals (marine as well as terrestrial) (20). It has also been observed in

culture-independent surveys of microbial diversity including marine mammals (21, 22), raw

dairy (23), and Antarctic soil (24). There are additionally a few cases of documented

Psychrobacter infections in lambs (25) and humans (26–28), but it does not cause

gastrointestinal disease, but rather meningitis, septicemia, or respiratory distress. The

environments in which Psychrobacter can be found are extremely different from one another,

making its widespread presence surprising and intriguing.

Because of its widespread cultivation from extremely cold environments, much of the

interest in the genus Psychrobacter is related to exploiting its cold adaptation for cold active

enzymes and potentially unique bioactive compounds. Psychrobacter strains have been

known to produce cold active lipases (29) and antibiotics active against the Burkholderia

cepacia complex (30), and have been associated with intense violet pigment production in

the spoilage of cheese (31). One study to date has recognized the potential for

Psychrobacter as a model for comparing strains colonizing warm-bodied hosts versus colder

environments, but was limited to 26 genomes, only 4 of which were from warm hosts (32).

In this work, I aim to identify differences within the genus Psychrobacter which may

contribute to its ecological distribution using phylogenetics, genomics and phenotyping. In

Chapter 2, I present evidence that Psychrobacter evolved from a mammalian-associated,

sometimes pathogenic organism, and that some strains subsequently diverged into

free-living psychrotolerant lifestyles while others maintained their ability to associate with

2
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mammalian hosts. In Chapter 3, I show that while there are no significant differences in

predicted protein cold adaptation based on strain source of isolation, Psychrobacter strains

from fish, invertebrates, and food-processing environments show significant and potentially

ecologically relevant genomic differences compared to other strains. Finally, in Chapter 4, I

show that Psychrobacter strains isolated from mammals and birds exhibit significant

differences in their abilities to grow in gradients of salt and temperature compared to strains

from other sources, and while there is no significant difference in oxygen usage, strains from

warm hosts also tend to be less oxygen-dependent. By contrast, I found few meaningful

differences in growth rate or maximum optical density based on isolation source. Overall,

Psychrobacter evolution and ecology cannot be explained solely based on populations

diverging between different isolation sources. Further population genomic studies are

needed to further clarify the diversification of this genus.
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Chapter 2. Free-living psychrotrophic bacteria

of the genus Psychrobacter are descendants

of pathobionts.

Manuscript contributions: DKW and REL designed the project. DKW maintained the strain

collection and performed genomic sequencing, assembly, and pan-genome analysis, with

the aid of NDY. DKW and ZMH performed the phenotypic screen. DKW and AR analyzed

phenotypic data. PvCdG and LG collected the polar bear fecal samples, and JM performed

dietary analysis. HND performed the polar bear sample sequencing, and HND and DKW

analyzed the polar bear sequence data. DKW and JLW performed the mouse studies. DKW,

AR, and REL wrote the manuscript.

 

 

The following manuscript is the accepted form of an article published by mSystems. The 

final version was published on April 13, 2021, and can be viewed at 

https://msystems.asm.org/content/6/2/e00258-21 (DOI: 10.1128/mSystems.00258-21). 
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Abstract. Host-adapted microorganisms are generally assumed to have evolved from

free-living, environmental microorganisms, but examples of the reverse process are lacking.

In the phylum Gamma-Proteobacteria, family Moraxellaceae, the genus Psychrobacter

includes strains from a broad ecological distribution including animal bodies as well as sea

ice and other nonhost environments. To elucidate the relationship between these ecological

niches and Psychrobacter’s evolutionary history, we performed tandem genomic analyses
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with phenotyping of 85 Psychrobacter accessions. Phylogenomic analysis of the family

Moraxellaceae reveals that basal members of the Psychrobacter clade are Moraxella spp., a

group of often-pathogenic organisms. Psychrobacter exhibited two broad growth patterns in

our phenotypic screen: one group we called the “flexible ecotype” (FE) had the ability to

grow between 4 and 37 °C, and the other we called the “restricted ecotype” (RE) could grow

between 4 and 25 °C. The FE group includes phylogenetically basal strains, and FE strains

exhibit increased transposon copy numbers, smaller genomes, and a higher likelihood to be

bile salt resistant. The RE group contains only phylogenetically derived strains and has

increased proportions of lipid metabolism and biofilm formation genes: functions that are

adaptive to cold stress. In a 16S rRNA gene survey of polar bear fecal samples, we detect

both FE and RE strains, but in in-vivo colonizations of gnotobiotic mice, only FE strains

persist. Our results indicate the ability to grow at 37 °C, seemingly necessary for mammalian

gut colonization, is an ancestral trait for Psychrobacter, which likely evolved from a

pathobiont.

Importance. Bacteria and archaea predate the evolution of eukaryotic cells; logically, it

follows that host-associated microbes have evolved from free-living ones. The evolutionary

transition of microbes in the opposite direction, from host-associated towards free-living, is

theoretically possible and has been predicted based on phylogenetic data, but hasn’t been

studied in depth. Here we provide evidence that the genus Psychrobacter, particularly

well-known for inhabiting low-temperature, high-salt environments such as sea ice,

permafrost soils, and frozen foodstuffs, has evolved from a mammalian-associated microbe.

We show that some Psychrobacter strains retain seemingly ancestral genomic and

phenotypic traits that correspond with host association while others have diverged to

psychrotrophy or psychrophilic lifestyles.
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Introduction

Association with vertebrate hosts was shown to be the largest factor driving differences in

the 16S rRNA diversity of microbiomes sampled globally (1, 2). Recent analysis of

metagenome-assembled genomes from multiple habitats shows that many of these

genomes are either animal host-enriched or environment-enriched, but generally not both

(3). Specialization to host-association can also be seen at higher taxonomic levels, indicating

that whole lineages may have diverged once animal hosts were first successfully colonized.

For instance, within the Bacteroidetes, the taxa that are mammal-gut associated are derived

from phylogenetically basal clades that include free-living and invertebrate-associated taxa

(4). These patterns of distribution imply that specialization to the warm animal host habitat is

mostly incompatible with fitness in other environments. The specific diet of the host,

chemical environment of the gut, competition with an extremely dense surrounding microbial

community, and direct selection by the host immune system all likely contribute to the

restricted taxonomy of gut-associated microbes (5).

One line of evidence for the adaptive evolution of gut microbes is the emergence of

functions that would not be useful outside of the gut, such as the ability to bind and degrade

host-specific nutrient sources like mucin (6), or resistance to bile acids and their salt

conjugates (7). Additionally, many gut-associated commensal taxa do not have significant

environmental reservoirs, due to the divergence in selective pressures between guts and

non-gut environments (8). By contrast, many gastrointestinal pathogens such as Vibrio

cholera (9) or Yersinia enterocolitica (10) have high fitness within the gut and outside of the

gut, typically in soil or water. One phylogenetic analysis has indicated that the evolutionary

transition from a free-living lifestyle to a host-associated (including pathogenic) lifestyle is

more common than the contrary (11).

Species of Psychrobacter have been recovered through culture-based and

sequenced-based methods from a range of animal microbiomes, including the respiratory

blow of marine mammals (12); marine mammal skin (13) and guts (14–16); the throats and
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guts of birds (17, 18) and fish (19); and many nonhost environments such as seawater (20),

sea ice (21), marine sediment (22), glacial ice (23), and permafrost soil (24). Some

Psychrobacter species are capable of causing disease in mammalian hosts (25, 26);

however, Psychrobacter infections are very rare, and the factors leading to infection are

unclear. Psychrobacter’s wide range of environmental sources and adaptation to cold

temperatures could call into question whether Psychrobacter is truly associated with

mammalian communities, or if it is just an allochthonous member of mammalian

microbiomes. A comparative genomics analysis of 26 Psychrobacter spp. and metadata

gleaned from public sources revealed differences in cold-adaptation of protein coding

sequences between warm-host-associated strains versus derived marine and terrestrial

strains (27). Furthermore, warm-adapted strains were basal in the rpoB gene phylogeny,

suggesting that Psychrobacter evolved from a mesophilic ancestor. These observations

make Psychrobacter an interesting candidate to assess how phenotype maps onto

phylogeny and source of isolation, and to probe into the evolutionary history of a genus with

a wide habitat range.

Here, we investigated the evolutionary history of the genus Psychrobacter, a group

of closely related bacteria with a broad environmental distribution. We generated 85

genomes of Psychrobacter accessions, which we phenotyped for growth under different

temperature and salt conditions. We used a collection of wild polar bear feces collected from

across the Canadian Arctic and assessed the presence of Psychrobacter ecotypes as a

function of bear diet. Finally, we conducted tests with a subset of strains for colonization of

the mammal gut using germ-free mice. Our phylogenomic results confirm a mesophilic

ancestry for Psychrobacter and a common ancestor with the genus Moraxella. Our

phenotyping revealed that overall, Psychrobacter tolerate a wide range of salinity, but growth

at 37 oC divided the accessions into two ecotypes: those that retained the ability to grow at

warm temperatures and can colonize mammalian hosts (flexible ecotype, FE), and those

that lost the ability to grow at warmer temperatures and are instead restricted to colder

temperatures (restricted ecotype, RE). A genomic analysis of the two ecotypes showed
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genome reduction in the FE strains with high transposon copy numbers, and increased

biofilm formation capability in RE strains, as well as higher proportions of lipid metabolism

genes. We showed that Psychrobacter that are basal are FE, but that FE are also

phylogenetically interspersed with RE, indicating either re-adaptation to the animal host or

retention of the basal traits. Although both FE and RE ecotypes were detected in the feces of

wild polar bears, of the subset of Psychrobacter strains tested, only FE strains could

colonize the germfree mouse gut. Together our results indicate the genus Psychrobacter

evolved from a pathobiont ancestor, with one lineage largely losing its ability to associate

with animals in its adaptation to psychrophilic, nonhost environments.

Results

Psychrobacter forms a clade whose basal members are of the Moraxella genus. To

explore the evolutionary history of Psychrobacter, we built a phylogeny based on 400

conserved marker genes using publically available whole genomes derived from cultured

isolates of 51 species from the Moraxellaceae family. We included 18 species each of

Acinetobacter and Moraxella obtained from NCBI, and 15 Psychrobacter genomes that we

generated in this study (Table S1). For all genomes, we incorporated phenotypic data

collected from previously published type-strain research. The 51 species formed 3 distinct

clades, each with robust bootstrap support. The Acinetobacter clade consists uniquely of

Acinetobacter species (labeled A in Fig 1A). The Acinetobacter clade is a sister taxon to the

Moraxella (M) clade, consisting entirely of Moraxella species, and to the Psychrobacter (P)

clade, which contains all of the Psychrobacter species, as well as 4 Moraxella species - M.

boevrei, M. atlantae, M. osloensis, and M. lincolnii - that are basal.

Consistent with the topology of the phylogeny, a principal coordinates analysis

(PCoA) of gene presence/absence data shows that the greatest variation within the family

(i.e., Principle Coordinate [PC] 1) is the separation between the A clade versus the M and P
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clades, which are grouped (Fig. 1). Genes annotated with very diverse functions, falling

under almost every Cluster of Orthologous Groups (COG) category, strongly contribute to

the separation between clades according to envfit analysis (Fig. 1B, Table S2). The P-clade

Moraxella spp. fall between the P-clade Psychrobacter and the M-clade Moraxella when

visualizing PC1-2 (Fig 1B) as well as PC2-3 (Fig 1C).

Despite their close phylogenetic relationship and high similarity in gene

presence/absence, Psychrobacter and Moraxella have different genomic properties. When

examined by genus rather than clade, Psychrobacter species have an average genome size

of 3.12 ± 0.27 Mb, while the average of Moraxella is 2.41 ± 0.28 Mb (pairwise Wilcoxon rank

sum test, p-value = 8e-07). Moraxella species have an average coding density of 86.4 ±

1.33%, which is significantly higher than the Psychrobacter species average of 82.7 ± 1.33%

(pairwise Wilcoxon rank sum test (WRS), p-value = 1e-5). Despite being phylogenetically

more related to Psychrobacter species than to the other Moraxella species, the P-clade

Moraxella are significantly different from Psychrobacter species for both genome size and

coding density (pairwise WRS, p-values = 0.004) while not significantly different from the

M-clade Moraxella spp. (pairwise WRS, p-values = 0.9).

Psychrobacter spp. ranges of growth temperatures differ from those of Moraxella. To

examine the phenotypic behaviors of the Moraxellaceae family, we applied continuous trait

mapping of the ranges of temperatures at which species from the Moraxellaceae family can

grow ((16, 17, 20, 21, 26, 28–68)) onto the previously generated phylogeny (Fig 2). The

Psychrobacter spp. included here exhibit a broad range of growth temperatures (0 - 38 oC),

but several strains, such as P. frigidicola and P. glacincola, are psychrophilic (restricted to

growth below 20 oC), which is a phenotype that is not seen elsewhere in the family.

Psychrobacter spp. have lower minimum growth temperatures than the included Moraxella

spp. from either the P- or M-clades (pairwise WRS, p-value = 5e-06), which have a narrow

range of temperatures at which they can grow (between 22 oC and 40 oC). In contrast to the

minimum growth temperatures of the family, there is little variation in the maximum growth
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temperatures, except for the notable exceptions of several Psychrobacter spp. that are

entirely restricted to low temperatures.

As with their genomic properties, P-clade Moraxella have more similar phenotypes

compared to M-clade Moraxella than to Psychrobacter strains. Review of type strain

descriptions revealed that Psychrobacter are consistently urease positive, nitrate reducing,

salt tolerant, and non-fastidious, whereas P-clade Moraxella are inconsistent with their

urease and nitrate reducing phenotypes, are sensitive to high salt concentrations, and are

often nutritionally fastidious - they have complex growth requirements (in particular, often

blood or bile for growth) (16, 17, 26, 32, 35, 43, 44, 59).

Few Psychrobacter strains can grow at 37 oC. To explore Psychrobacter phenotypic

diversity, we established a strain collection of 85 Psychrobacter accessions isolated from

diverse locations and ecological sources (Table S3). To characterize Psychrobacter

phenotypes under a number of different conditions, we assessed the strain collection for

resistance to bile salts as well as ability to grow under 24 different conditions: two different

media combined with four different salt concentrations and with three different temperatures

(Methods).

We calculated growth probabilities, or the fraction of growth positive conditions out of

total conditions tested, for every strain and given variable of the growth curve screen, and

compared them along with the bile resistance data across the phylogeny and by isolation

source (Fig 3A). We generated a robust genus-level phylogeny for Psychrobacter using 400

conserved marker genes, with M. lincolnii as an outgroup. In agreement with single marker

gene trees generated using rpoB sequences (27) and 16S rRNA gene sequences (69) as

well as the P-clade structure of Moraxellaceae family tree generated in this study, there is a

phylogenetically basal group of strains mostly isolated from mammals, and a

phylogenetically derived group isolated from mixed sources. Across the entire phylogeny,

closely related strains have similar growth probabilities (Pagel’s λ ranging from 0.78 to 0.97,

all corrected p-values < 1e-3). We observed that most Psychrobacter strains are tolerant of a
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wide variety of temperatures between 4 and 25 oC and of salt concentrations between 0 and

5%; more than 90% of all strains can grow under these conditions. However, only 54% of the

tested accessions can grow at 10% added salt, and only 31% at 37 oC.

Since  we were interested in the possibility of Psychrobacter interacting with

warm-bodied hosts, we divided the strains into two ecotypes: the “flexible ecotype” (FE)

corresponds to strains that could grow at 37 oC, and the “restricted ecotype” (RE)

corresponds to strains that could not grow at 37 oC. FE strains are psychrotrophic

(mesophilic organisms with a low minimum growth temperature but an optimal growth

temperature above 15 oC), and RE strains are either psychrotrophs or true psychrophiles

(unable to grow at temperatures higher than 20 oC).

Notably, the basal clade of the Psychrobacter-only tree (Fig 3) consists solely of FE

strains, while the rest of the phylogeny is made up of a mixture of FE and RE strains.

Furthermore, the basal FE strains have higher growth probabilities at 37 oC compared to

other FE strains (Pagel’s λ = 0.89, p-value = 2e-5). Frequencies of RE and FE strains vary

significantly across sources of isolation: the FE group is significantly enriched in strains

derived from mammalian sources, and the RE group is significantly enriched in strains

derived from other hosts, food, marine and terrestrial sources (χ2-test, 83% of p-values

adjusted for group size < 0.05). Nonetheless, both FE and RE ecotypes contain strains from

other environments, including mammalian-derived strains within the RE group.

FE strains show higher growth probabilities in complex media compared to defined

media, while RE strains showed little difference between the two (WRS, W = 1.13e3, p-value

= 0.0005, phylogenetic p-value = 0.002). FE strains also have higher growth probabilities at

low- to mid-salt concentrations (WRS, all p-values < 0.05, phylogenetic p-values < 0.4 ),

though there is no difference between FE and RE strains at 10% salt (WRS, W = 811.5,

p-value = 0.7, phylogenetic p-value < 0.4). Finally, FE strains are more likely to be resistant

to bile salts than RE strains (χ2-test, 93% of p-values adjusted for group size < 0.05).
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FE and RE Psychrobacter spp. have functional and structural genomic differences.

When exploring gene presence/absence via PCoA, accessions from the basal FE-only

subclade cluster closely together, indicating similar gene content. In agreement with the

phylogeny, these basal FE accessions are separated from the other accessions on PC1,

while the derived FE and RE accessions are more scattered, indicating more diverse gene

content (Fig 4A). According to an envfit analysis, the separation is most strongly driven by

genes from the COG categories T, signal transduction (r2 = 0.65, p-value = 0.001); U,

trafficking and secretion (r2 = 0.63, p-value = 0.001); P, inorganic ion transport and

metabolism (r2 = 0.56, p-value = 0.001), and X, unassigned or no homologs in the COG

database (r2 = 0.51, p-value = 0.001)(Table S2).

The average Psychrobacter genome carries 2673 genes, 1598 of which are core

(present in between 90 - 100% of strains), 1005 are shell (present in 2 or more strains but

fewer than 90%), and 70 are cloud (present in only one strain) . The average FE genome

has significantly fewer core (WRS, W = 531.5, p-value = 0.02, phylogenetic p-value = 0.3)

and shell genes (WRS, W = 462, p-value = 0.003, phylogenetic p-value = 0.4) but

significantly more cloud genes (WRS, W = 1014, p-value = 0.02, phylogenetic p-value = 0.2)

compared to the average RE genome (Fig 4B).

In terms of functional differentiation between the ecotypes, RE strains’ genomes

have a higher proportion of “W” (extracellular structures) genes (WRS, W = 275, adjusted

p-value = 0.00006, phylogenetic p-value = 0.04), “I” (lipid transport and metabolism) genes

(WRS, W = 437, adjusted p-value = 0.01, phylogenetic p-value = 0.2), and “S” (function

unknown) genes (WRS, W = 492, adjusted p-value = 0.04, phylogenetic p-value = 0.4). FE

strains’ genomes have a higher proportion of “P” (inorganic ion transport and metabolism)

genes (WRS, W = 1.09e3, adjusted p-value = 0.01, phylogenetic p-value = 0.8). They also

have a significantly higher proportion of COG category “L” (replication-, recombination-, and

repair-related) genes (WRS, W = 1.10e3, adjusted p-value = 0.01, phylogenetic p-value =

0.3), and in particular, have higher copy numbers of transposons (WRS, W = 1.08e3, p-value

= 0.003, phylogenetic p-value = 0.1) compared to RE strains’ genomes (Fig 4C and E).
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Increased transposon activity can lead to interruption and decay of functional

protein-coding genes, leading to an increase in pseudogenes (70). Given the higher number

of transposons in FE strains, we next examined the number of predicted pseudogenes

between the ecotypes. FE genomes are predicted to have a higher proportion of

pseudogenes than RE strains (WRS, W = 997, p-value = 0.03, phylogenetic p-value = 0.6;

Fig. 4C). Finally we compared the average number of genes per genome between the

ecotypes, as bacterial genomes are known to strongly select against the accumulation of

pseudogenes resulting in gene deletions (71), and found that FE strains have significantly

fewer genes than RE strains (WRS, W = 547, p-value = 0.05, phylogenetic p-value = 0.6).

We looked for specific gene clusters differentiating the FE and RE ecotypes while

controlling for population structure by performing a microbial pan-genome wide association

analysis with the R package treeWAS (72). This returned four gene clusters which

significantly correlated with ecotype, each of which is enriched in RE strains compared to FE

strains (Table 1). The gene with the most significant enrichment is annotated as a

transcriptional regulator in the TetR/AcrR family with the KEGG KOs of K16137 and K19335,

which is predicted to either be nemR or bdcR. Other significant results include lpdA,

dihydrolipoamine dehydrogenase related to amino acid metabolism (KEGG KO

K00382/383), a hypothetical protein with the IG domain, and a hypothetical protein with no

homologs in eggNOG database and no predicted annotation. Each of these genes has

paralogs that are not significantly enriched in one ecotype over the other.

Polar bear feces collected from the Arctic ice have high abundance of Psychrobacter.

Psychrobacter spp. have been reported previously in the skin, respiratory, and gut

microbiomes of several marine mammals, including whales, porpoises, seals, and sea lions;

it could be argued that Psychrobacter presence is due to constant exposure from the

surrounding seawater. Polar bears, on the other hand, are marine mammals that do not

spend as much time swimming. We surveyed the gut microbial diversity of 86 polar bear

fecal samples, 76 wild and 10 captive, by 16S rRNA gene sequencing. Sequence variant
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clustering of the 16S rRNA gene sequences reveals that Psychrobacter is detectable in 88%

of the samples (Fig 5A). The large majority of Psychrobacter sequences were assigned to

unclassified Psychrobacter spp., which is prevalent in 87% of samples with a mean

abundance of 22%. We also detected RE strain P. immobilis in 49% of samples with a mean

abundance of 3%, and FE strain P. pulmonis in 8% of samples with a mean abundance of

0.5%. Polar bear diet significantly impacts the abundance of Psychrobacter spp.

(Kruskal-Wallis χ2 = 13.5, df = 3, p-value = 0.004); we found that polar bears feeding on

mammalian prey, including seals and reindeer, had significantly higher abundances of

unclassified Psychrobacter spp. than polar bears feeding on avian prey or mixed diets

(pairwise Wilcoxon rank-sum test, adjusted p-values < 0.05) (Fig 5B). However, diet data is

confounded with other metadata, as location (Kruskal-Wallis χ2 = 8.6, df = 4, p-value =

0.0009) and year (Kruskal-Wallis χ2 = 16.6, df = 5, p-value = 0.005) of sample collection also

significantly impact unclassified Psychrobacter spp. abundance. Captive status does not

significantly impact abundance, but there is a trend of wild bear samples having higher

unclassified Psychrobacter spp. abundance than samples from captive bears (WRS, W =

222, p-value = 0.08).

To elucidate the effect that host dietary nutrition may have on Psychrobacter growth,

we tested the maximum change in absorbance for 190 different carbon sources by a subset

of Psychrobacter accessions including 9 FE and 10 RE strains (Fig 5C). All Psychrobacter

spp. reached significantly higher OD600 growing on amino acid carbon sources compared to

carbohydrates or sugar alcohols (pairwise WRS, adjusted p-values < 0.05). Psychrobacter

spp. reach the highest OD600 growing on fatty acids, surfactants, and peptides, but the

differences are not significant. There was no significant difference between FE and RE

strains’ changes in absorbance (WRS, W = 1.55e6 , p-value = 0.08), though there is a slight

trend of RE strains having overall higher changes in absorbance.

Psychrobacter strain survival in gnotobiotic mice. To assess the survivorship of

Psychrobacter in a mammalian gut, we tested 8 accessions for persistence in the
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gastrointestinal tracts of germ-free mice (Fig. 5D). Chosen for phylogenetic breadth, we

tested 4 FE strains, P. ciconiae, P. faecalis PBFP-1, P. lutiphocae, and P. pacificensis, and 4

RE strains, P. cibarius JG-220, P. immobilis S3, P. namhaensis, and P. okhotskensis MD17.

Of the four FE strains tested, three were able to persist in the mice, while the FE strain P.

faecalis PBFP-1 and none of the RE strains were detectable after three weeks. Phylogenetic

relatedness does not correlate with ability to colonize, as FE strain P. pacificensis was able

to persist, while closely related RE strains, P. namhaensis and P. okhotskensis, were not.

Phylogenetic placement does correlate with colonization density however, as the two most

basal strains tested, P. lutiphocae and P. ciconiae, colonize at significantly higher densities

than the most derived strain that was successful, P. pacificensis (pairwise WRS, both

adjusted p-values = 0.0007).

Discussion

The phylogenonic and phenotypic characterization of the Psychrobacter genus

indicates a common ancestor with Moraxella, all of which are restricted to growth at higher

temperatures. Furthermore, the most basal members of the Psychrobacter clade are

Moraxella species and species of Psychrobacter that can grow at 37 oC, unlike most of the

derived Psychrobacter species. Our extensive phenotyping indicated that members of the

Psychrobacter genus grow at a wide range of salinities and temperatures, but distinguishing

strains by their ability to grow at 37 oC results in two groups of strains with differences in

response to rich versus defined media, bile salt resistance, and genomic characteristics. Our

analysis of a collection of wild polar bear species indicates both RE and FE strains are

present, however tests in germfree mice support the notion that only FE can colonize the

mammal gut, whereas RE may be allochthonous members or environmental contaminants.

Together with previous reports, this work indicates the genus Psychrobacter is a lineage of

pathobionts, some of which have evolved to inhabit the colder environments of their

warm-bodied hosts.
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Our results corroborate those of Bakermans, who used the isolation source of

Psychrobacter as a proxy for temperature adaptation to conclude the genus has a

mesophilic ancestor (27). By assessing growth under the same 24 conditions for 85 strains,

we remove any ambiguity that can stem from whether an isolate can indeed grow at the

temperature of its source of isolation. This is particularly important given that several strains

isolated from mammals proved to be RE, and that many of the FE strains came from

seawater or other relatively cold environments. We also improved upon the results of

Bakermans by including phylogenetically-aware statistics. In any population, identifying traits

that are shared due to ecological convergence versus those that are shared due to common

ancestry is a well-recognized problem (73); this problem is particularly striking in the genus

Psychrobacter, where not only is there phenotypic divergence between the more

phylogenetically basal strains and the derived strains, but as evidenced by the gene

presence/absence PCoA, there is a huge difference in gene content based on phylogeny.

We found that a transcriptional repressor, either NemR or BdcR, is enriched in RE

strains’ genomes compared to FE strains. NemR plays a role in electrophile sensing (74),

while BdcR plays a role in cyclic-di-GMP sensing (75). Both relate to increased biofilm

formation when expressed. Similarly, we found a predicted Ig-domain protein, which are

thought to be outer membrane proteins with a role in adhesion (76), enriched in RE strains.

Adhesion and biofilm formation can increase during cold stress (77), indicating that it may be

adaptive for psychrophiles or psychrotrophs to have increased biofilm formation capability.

In addition to specific genes being enriched in RE strains, we found broader

functional differences between the ecotypes. FE strains had higher proportions of COG

category “L” and “P” genes. The higher proportion of “P” category genes could point to FE

strains’ association with hosts, as free iron availability is rather low within host bodies (78).

The higher “L” proportion seems to be related to higher transposon copy numbers in FE

strains, which could point to population bottlenecks relating to host-association (79). RE

strains, on the other hand, showed increased proportions of COG category “W”, “S”, and “I”

genes. The increase in the proportion of “W” genes is unlikely to have a large impact on
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phenotypic differences between the ecotypes, since there are very few “W” genes in

genomes of either RE or FE strains. It is difficult to comment on the increased proportion of

“S” genes, since their function is unknown or poorly understood. The increased proportion of

“I” category genes, relating to lipid transport and metabolism, could point to increased

flexibility in membrane lipids for RE strains, which is a well-characterized adaptation to cold

temperatures (80).

The three of four FE strains that we tested were able to colonize germ-free mice,

whereas the RE strains could not be detected, indicating that growth at 37 oC may be

necessary (although not sufficient) to colonize mammals. Opportunistic infections in

mammals caused by Psychrobacter strains are limited to P. sanguinis, P. phenylpyruvicus, P.

faecalis, and P. pulmonis (25), which are all FE strains, but do not all belong to the basal

clade. Our results suggest that the FE strains are maintaining an ancestral ability to grow at

mammalian body temperatures and colonize mammalian host bodies, while RE strains are

adapting towards psychrophilic or psychrotrophic lifestyles.

Psychrobacter’s sister taxon Moraxella in particular is commonly isolated from host

mucosal tissues, and exhibits the reduced genome size and nutritional fastidiousness

common to many host-dependent organisms. Moraxella contains species that are frequently

associated with human respiratory infections, primarily M. catarrhalis (81), as well as

livestock conjunctivitis, for example, M. bovis or M. equis (36). Since they are commonly

found in healthy individuals and can cause disease in healthy individuals (82), Moraxella are

best categorized as pathobionts and not dedicated or opportunistic pathogens. Several

species of Moraxella appear basally in the P-clade of the Moraxellaceae family-level

phylogeny, suggesting that Psychrobacter evolved from a “Moraxella-like” ancestor. This is

supported by the fact that both phylogenetically basal and derived Psychrobacter strains

carry genes related to virulence functions, and that many of the basal Psychrobacter strains

exhibit growth defects in liquid culture, similar to the fastidiousness of Moraxella.

Despite clear phenotypic differentiation, Psychrobacter and Moraxella have similar

genomic content, although Psychrobacter genomes are larger. A psychrophile emerging
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from an apparently mesophilic background through widespread horizontal gene transfer has

been suggested before in the genus Psychroflexus [96], though the study was limited to

comparing only two genomes, which makes drawing conclusions about evolution difficult. In

fact,  it has been suggested before that this is Psychrobacter’s evolutionary trajectory (27),

and although many Psychrobacter trees are constructed using a Moraxella outgroup,

Psychrobacter’s potential pathobiont origin has not been widely discussed. Horizontal gene

transfer would explain Psychrobacter’s larger genome size compared to Moraxella despite

lower coding density, as many newly acquired horizontally transferred genes are expected to

be inactivated and pruned by the recipient genome (83, 84).

The history of the genus Psychrobacter is that of an ancestral pathobiont or

pathogen, some of the descendants of which broadened their ecological distribution,

resulting in an attenuation of pathogenicity. The emergence of a psychrotroph - a remarkable

generalist - from a background of a more specialized pathobiont or pathogen showcases the

adaptability of bacteria, and particularly Proteobacteria, to their environments.

Materials and Methods

Moraxellaceae family genomics and phenotypic data. The Moraxallaceae family includes

3 well-characterized genera: Moraxella, Acinetobacter and Psychrobacter. To build a

family-level phylogeny, we downloaded genomes of 18 species of Acinetobacter and 18

species of Moraxella from the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) genome

database (85) (June 2020) (Table S2). We also included 15 Psychrobacter genomes

generated in this study (described below). We determined the phylogenetic relationship

between genomes using the whole-genome marker gene analysis software PhyloPhlAn (86)

(v2.0, diversity = “medium”, set to “accurate”), and determined genome quality and summary

characteristics using checkM (87) (v1.0.18) and Prokka (88) (v1.14.6, kingdom = “bacteria”).

The Moraxellaceae phylogenetic tree was visualized and annotated using the interactive

Tree of Life (iTOL) web interface (89) (v5.6.1).
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We analyzed the Moraxellaceae pan-genome using the PanX pipeline (90) (v1.6.0,

core gene cutoff = 0.9). The input genomes used by PanX were initially annotated using

Prokka. After their assignment into orthologous clusters using MCL (v14.137), we

re-annotated gene clusters using eggNOG-Mapper (91) (v1.0.3). We explored genome

content by calculating a distance matrix using the Jaccard metric through the R package

ecodist (92) (v0.3.0) from a binary gene presence-absence table, followed by dimensional

reduction of that distance matrix through principle coordinate decomposition (PCoA) with the

cmdscale function from the R package stats. We investigated variables contributing to the

separation of the PCoA using the envfit function from the R package vegan (93) (v2.5-6); we

tested whether genes significantly contributing to separation were “core” (genes present in

90% to 100% of strains), “shell” (genes present in greater than two strains, but in fewer than

90%), or “cloud” (genes present in only one strain), and if general gene function -

summarized by Cluster of Orthologous Groups (COG) category (94) - contributed to the

separation. We collected growth temperature range data from type strain publications (16,

17, 20, 21, 26, 28–68). We used the R package phytools (95) (v0.7-47) to map the

temperature ranges onto the phylogeny.

Psychrobacter strains. We obtained 92 isolates of Psychrobacter from strain catalogues

for phenotypic and genotypic characterization. These represent 38 validly published species

of Psychrobacter as well as unclassified strains, all isolated from a wide variety of

geographical locations and diverse environmental and host samples. All strains were

purchased and maintained in compliance with the Nagoya Protocol on Access to Genetic

Resources and the Fair and Equitable Sharing of Benefits Arising from their Utilization to the

Convention on Biological Diversity. For a full list of accessions and their catalogue, isolation,

and cultivation information, see Table S3. Unless mentioned, we grew accessions as

recommended by the strain catalogue (medium and temperature) from which they were

purchased.
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Psychrobacter carbon utilization assay. To inform the design of the minimal medium used

in the phenotypic screen described below, we chose a subset of 19 Psychrobacter strains (P.

adeliensis, P. aestuarii, P. aquaticus, P. arenosus, P. celer, P. cibarius JG-219, P. ciconiae, P.

cryohalolentis, P. faecalis PBFP-1, P. fozii, P. fulvigenes, P. glacincola ACAM483, P. luti, P.

lutiphocae, P. maritimus Pi2-25, P. okhotskensis MD17, P. pacificensis, P. piscatorii, P.

urativorans ACAM534) to evaluate for their ability to grow on 190 different substrates as their

sole carbon source. We utilized Biolog plates PM1 and PM2 (Biolog Incorporated, Hayward,

CA, USA) following a slightly modified protocol.

Briefly, we streaked out strains on agar plates of their preferred medium incubated at

their preferred temperature (Table S3). We scraped cells from these plates and resuspended

them at a final optical density at 600 nm (OD600) of 0.07 in the Biolog inoculation fluid (PM

IF-0a GN/GP 1.2x) diluted to 1x with sterile water. We inoculated 100 uL of cell suspension

into each well of the PM1 and PM2 plates, mixing well to resuspend the carbon sources. All

strains were grown under aerobic conditions at their preferred growth temperature (Table

S3). Growth was monitored by measuring OD600 for 14 days. We calculated total change in

absorbance by subtracting the blank wells from the substrate wells, then taking the

difference between the absorbances at t = 14 days and t = 0 (inoculation time point). We

then averaged the total change in absorbance for all strains for every carbon source, and

assigned each carbon source to a “family” of compounds.

All strains reached a significantly higher max OD600 in amino acid substrates

compared to other carbon sources. L-glutamate was chosen as the carbon source for the

defined medium described in our phenotypic screens below, as none of the strains tested

failed to grow using it. Some of the other amino acids allowed strains to grow to a larger

change in OD600, but failed to allow all strains to grow.

Psychrobacter phenotypic screen. For the 85 Psychrobacter accessions that passed

genome quality control (see Table S4), we tested their ability to grow under 24 different
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conditions; a growth condition being a combination of a medium (complex or defined), salt

concentration (0, 2.5, 5 or 10% NaCl) and incubation temperature (4, 25 or 37 oC).

We used Lysogeny broth (LB) as a complex medium with high nutrient availability,

and a variation of M9 minimal medium (MM) as a defined media with lower nutrient

availability. We prepared LB following manufacturer instructions except by varying

concentrations of sodium chloride (NaCl) (see below), and autoclaving it at 121 °C for 20

minutes to ensure sterility. We prepared MM by adding components in the following final

concentrations, followed by filter sterilization: 33.7 mM Na2HPO4, 22.0 mM KH2PO4, 9.35 mM

NH4Cl, 0.4% L-glutamic acid, 1 mM MgSO4, 0.3 mM CaCl2, 1x ATCC trace vitamins solution,

and 1x ATCC trace minerals solution, pH 7 (adjusted with KOH). We added NaCl to each

‘base medium’  to 1 of the 4 following concentrations of NaCl - low, with 0%, medium, with

2.5%, medium-high with 5%, and high with 10%. We grew cultures at 4 oC, representing cold

environments, 25 oC representing mesophilic environments, and 37 oC representing

mammalian host body temperature.

We randomly assigned Psychrobacter accessions to blocks of 10 strains to be tested

simultaneously (several accessions were included in multiple blocks, see Table S2). We first

grew strains to saturation, washed, diluted to optical density at 600 nm (OD600) = 0.3 in

sterile phosphate buffered saline (PBS), and inoculated in 100 μL of medium with a final ratio

of 1:1000. We used 96-well plates, with 10 inoculum in 5 replicates and 10 uninoculated

media wells per plate, all periphery wells were filled with water to reduce edge effects. Plates

were incubated at each temperature to reflect all 24 growth conditions. We measured the

OD600 (Spark® plate reader, Tecan, Zürich, Switzerland) every 8 hours during the first week

of incubation, then every 24 hours, and let cultures grow until stationary phase (3 to 12

weeks).

We used the same culture dilutions from the growth assays as inocula for bile

resistance assays.We spotted 10 uL of diluted culture onto both tryptic soy agar (TSA) as

well as TSA amended with 0.5% w/v bile salt (DifcoTM Bile Salts No. 3 from BD Biosciences,

San Jose, CA, USA) and incubated the plates at the strains’ preferred temperatures (Table
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S2). We incubated the plates for 2 weeks, then scored strains for growth on bile compared to

the no-bile control as either “sensitive” if no growth, or “resistant” for growth similar to the

control. For several strains, no growth was observed on the control plate, and these were

marked as “ND” or “no data.”

P. phenylpyruvicus and P. sanguinis exhibited the inability to grow in liquid culture

under the conditions tested. Hence, we streaked 5 strains of these 2 species first on

Columbian Blood Agar which we incubated for 3 days at 37 oC, then we washed and diluted

them as for the liquid cultures. We spotted dilutions onto LB or MM media with 3% agar,

supplemented with the tested salt concentrations as above, and incubated at 4 oC, 25 oC,

and 37 oC. P. sanguinis strain 1501 was unable to grow on any of the base media, so we

repeated the same process with media supplemented with 0.1% Tween80. We scored

growth for all plates after 2 weeks.

For 2 accessions, we could not confirm the purity of the cultures used in the

phenotypic screen, and subsequently removed them from analysis. They were removed from

subsequent genomic analysis as well.

Growth probabilities. We scored each replicate as either ‘growth positive’, meaning the

accession grew, or else, ‘growth negative,’ if the replicate never reached a maximum OD600

of 0.15 over the course of the experiment. For each strain and condition (medium, salt and

temperature), we calculated a growth probability, which corresponds to the median value of

growth positivity/negativity of all replicates for that condition.

For the type strains included in the phenotypic screen, we cross-checked growth

probabilities at 4 oC and 37 oC with the published type strain descriptions where the original

publications were clear about conditions tested. For the majority of strains, the type strain

data and our data are in agreement; however, there are discrepancies between the type

strain publications and our own data for the following strains: P. ciconiae, P. fozii, P.

marincola, P. namhaensis, and P. submarinus. In some cases, we observed growth under

temperatures where growth was previously unobserved; P. ciconiae and P. marincola have
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not before been reported to grow at 4 oC, and P. fozii has not been reported to grow at 37 oC.

In other cases, we observed no growth in temperatures that have previously been reported

to support growth; P. submarinus is expected to grow at 4 oC and P. namhaensis is expected

to grow at 37 oC. The conditions tested in the type strain publications often differ from the

conditions used in our phenotypic screen.

Genome sequencing, assembly and annotation. We extracted genomic DNA from

cultures grown in their preferred conditions using the Gentra Puregene Tissue Kit (Qiagen,

Valencia, CA, USA). We initially sequenced samples using the MiSeq 2x250 bp and the

HiSeq 2x150 bp paired-end read technology (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA) as previously

described (96). We constructed libraries using the Nextera DNA Sample Preparation Kit

(Illumina) with modifications: we sheared 1 ng of DNA with in-house-generated Tn5

transposase, then amplified and barcoded it with custom primers for 7 to 14 cycles. We

pooled samples and size-selected using magnetic beads for MiSeq libraries or BluePippin

(Sage Science, Beverly, MA, USA) for HiSeq libraries. After dilution to 4 nM for MiSeq and

2.5 nM for HiSeq, we stored libraries  at -20 °C until sequencing.

After sequencing and demultiplexing, we validated raw reads with fqtools (v2.0), and

de-duplicated them with Clumpify (v37.78, dedupe = t, dupedist = 40 for HiSeq/2500 for

MiSeq, optical = t). bbduk (v37.78) and Skewer (v0.2.2) were used to remove sequencing

adapters and filter reads (minimum read length = 100 bp, minimum PHRED quality score =

25). At multiple steps throughout, we used fastqc (v0.11.7) and MultiQC (v1.7) to monitor

quality. After quality control, reads were assembled de novo. First, we subsampled reads

using seqtk (v1.3, number of sub-sampled reads per sample = 1000000), normalized by

bbnorm (v37.78, target = 50, k = 31, minkmers = 15, prefilter = t), and then assembled with

SPAdes (v3.12.8, cov_cutoff = off, set to “careful”, minimum scaffold length = 500 bp),

followed by refinement with Pilon (v1.22, chunksize = 10000000). Finally, we assessed the

assemblies for quality using CheckM. We assigned taxonomy using Sourmash (v2.0.0a4,
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scaled = 10000, k = 31) and GTDB-Tk (v1.0.2, min_perc_aa = 10), and annotated

assemblies using Prokka.

For genomes that were particularly fragmented (having greater than 250 contigs), we

performed additional long-read sequencing (Table S4). We constructed Oxford Nanopore

libraries using the Ligation Sequencing and Native Barcode Ligation kits (Oxford Nanopore,

Oxford, UK). We sequenced the libraries using the MinION® system run with software

MinKNOW (Oxford Nanopore). We basecalled and demultiplexed reads using ont-Guppy

(v3.2.4), and used Porechop (97) (v0.2.4, adapter threshold - 90, minimum PHRED quality

score = 8, minimum read length = 500 bp) to ensure that the adapters were removed, along

with poor quality reads. We generated summary statistics, summary plots, and removed

lambda phage reads using NanoPack (98) (nanocomp v1.11.3, nanofilt v2.7.1, nanoget

v1.14.0, nanolyse v1.1.3, nanomath v0.23.3, nanoplot v1.31.0, nanostat v1.2.1). After quality

control, we combined the long reads with the short (generated by the MiSeq and HiSeq

libraries described above) for hybrid assembly. We assembled and analyzed the hybrid

assemblies in largely the same way as the short-read assemblies described above, however

replacing SPAdes with Unicycler (99) (v0.4.8, minimum contig length = 500 bp, mode =

normal).

We followed the quality control cutoffs suggested by CheckM, and removed two

genomes for having contamination higher than 5%, and one for having completion less than

90%. We removed two additional genomes as the taxonomic classification was outside of

the Psychrobacter genus. These accessions were removed from genomic and phenotypic

analysis. All further analyses use the 85 accessions which passed all QC measures. For a

full description of sequencing for each accession, see Table S4.

We annotated genomes with Prokka and eggNOG mapper. A phylogeny of the

accessions was generated using PhyloPhlAn, with Moraxella lincolnii as an outgroup. Again

the phylogeny was visualized and annotated using iTOL. We used PanX to analyze the

Psychrobacter pan-genome and R to explore gene presence-absence data as described

above with the Moraxellaceae family. Pseudogenes were predicted using the DFAST core
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workflow (100). We used treeWAS (72) to perform a pan-genome wide association study

relating data collected in the phenotypic screen to genomic data.

Microbiome diversity of polar bear feces. We collected 86 polar bear fecal samples from

several regions in Canada, including samples from 10 captive bears, fed varying diets or

fasted, and 76 samples from an unknown number of wild bears, feeding on unknown diets.

The feces from the captive bears were forwarded from institutions within Canada and did not

require permitting for their passage to Queen's University. The captive samples comprised: 5

fecal samples from a single bear sequentially fed varying diets of Arctic char, harp seal and a

“zoo diet”  at the Polar Bear Habitat in Cochrane during 2010; 2 samples from each of 2

bears held at the Metro Toronto Zoo, fed a consistent “zoo diet” during 2010; and a single

sample from a bear held at the Churchill Polar Bear Holding Facility in Churchill during 2010,

where the bears are given only water until release. We collected all wild bear feces from

M'Clintock Channel and Hudson Strait in Nunavut in accordance with permits prior to

shipping to Queen's University: we collected 24 samples from M'Clintock Channel under

Wildlife Research permits issued in 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010 and 2011 to Peter Van

Coeverden de Groot, and 9 samples from Hudson Straight collected in 2011 under Wildlife

Research permit to Grant Gilchrest (Environment Canada). We collected 43 wild samples

from the Wapusk National Park in Manitoba from 2007-2010 under a Canada Parks permit to

Robert Rockwell (American Museum of Natural History).

We confirmed that samples collected from wild bears originated from bears by

sequencing a cytochrome b gene fragment using metabarcoding approaches based on Ion

Torrent (Ion Torrent Systems Inc., Gilford, NH, USA) and 454 pyrosequencing (454 Life

Sciences, Branford, CT, USA) next-generation sequencing technologies (101). We also used

this method to analyze what prey animals the polar bears had been feeding on at the time of

sample deposition. We visually inspected the samples for confirmation on the dietary

analysis. We extracted DNA from the fecal samples using the DNeasy Blood and Tissue kit

(Qiagen), and characterized the gut bacterial community by amplification and sequencing of
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the V4 region of the 16S rRNA gene as described previously (102). We used QIIME (103)

(v2, DADA2 for quality control, F read trimmed to 200 bp, R read trimmed to 110 bp,

samples rarefied to 20000 sequences) for sequence processing and Silva (138 SSURef

NR99 515F/806R) to assign taxonomy.

Isolation of Psychrobacter sp. from polar bear feces. 2 wild polar bear fecal samples

were combined and diluted to 1 mg/mL in PBS. We plated the solution onto LB agar + 6%

NaCl and incubated it at 14°C for 10 days. A single colony grew and was identified as

Psychrobacter faecalis by colony PCR and Sanger sequencing of the full length 16S rRNA

gene (described below). This isolate is designated as P. faecalis PBFP-1 and is included in

the phenotypic screen described above and the genomic analysis.

Gnotobiotic mouse colonizations. We selected 8 accessions of Psychrobacter - P.

cibarius JG-220, P. ciconiae, P. faecalis PBFP-1, P. immobilis S3, P. lutiphocae, P.

okhotskensis MD17, P. namhaensis, and P. pacificensis - as inocula for gnotobiotic mouse

studies based on their derivation sources and phylogenetic breadth. We grew each

accession in its preferred conditions (Table S3) to saturation, spun at 10 °C at 2500 rpm for

25 minutes, washed with sterile PBS, resuspended in 15% (v/v) glycerol in PBS, and flash

frozen in liquid N2. Inoculum samples were stored at -80 oC until the mouse experiments

were performed by animal caretakers as follows. For P. ciconiae, P. faecalis, P. namhaensis,

and P. pacificensis, experiments were performed by Taconic Biosciences (Rensselaer, NY,

USA) staff, while for P. cibarius, P. immobilis, and P. okhotskensis, experiments were

performed by Max Planck Institute for Developmental Biology (MPIDB) animal caretakers. P.

lutiphocae was included in both Taconic and MPIDB experiments.

5- to 6-week old germfree male C57BL/6J mice were orally inoculated with

approximately 107 cfu (n=4 per Psychrobacter accession, n = 8 for P. lutiphocae). Mice were

co-housed (Taconic) or single-housed (MPIDB) in sterile cages (IsoCage P, Tecniplast) and

provided autoclaved water and sterile chow (NIH31M) ad libitum. 3 weeks post-colonization,
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mice were sacrificed via CO2 asphyxiation (Taconic) or CO2 asphyxiation followed by cervical

dislocation (MPIDB), after which cecal contents were immediately collected, flash frozen,

and stored at -80 oC  prior to use. The Taconic experiments were performed in compliance

with Taconic’s IACUC, and the MPIDB experiments were approved by and performed in

accordance with the local animal welfare authority’s legal requirements.

To determine the bacterial colonization density in the mouse gastrointestinal tract, we

serially diluted 2 aliquots per mouse of cecal material (50 mg each), incubated them on

plates under their preferred conditions (Table S3) for 3 to 5 days. If no colonies were

observed, we spread an inoculating loop of the undiluted aliquot onto Brain-Heart Infusion

Agar and incubated at 37 oC for 2 weeks. For samples where we again observed no

colonies, we categorized these Psychrobacter accessions as “non-persistent.” For the

samples that did show colony growth, we confirmed the identity of the colonies as

Psychrobacter using Sanger sequencing of the full length 16S rRNA gene as described

below.

16S rRNA gene Sanger sequencing. We prepared “colony” polymerase chain reactions

following the protocol for Phusion High Fidelity Polymerase (New England Biolabs, Ipswitch,

MA, USA), swirling a colony of interest in the reaction mixture as a substitute for the DNA

template, and the 27F and 1391R universal full length 16S rRNA gene primers (104) for

amplification. The reactions were incubated on the Mastercycler pro S thermocycler

(Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany) following the Phusion protocol, using a touchdown

program for the annealing temperature (dropping the annealing temperature at a rate of 1 oC

per cycle from 70 oC to 55 oC, then annealing at 55 oC for 15 cycles). We cleaned the

products using the DNA Clean & Concentrator -25 kit (Zymo Research, Irvine, CA, USA) and

checked the concentration using the DS 11+ Spectrophotometer (DeNovix, Wilmington, DE,

USA). We used the cleaned DNA products as the templates for the Sanger sequencing

reaction, following the ABI PRISM BigDye Terminator Cycle Sequencing Kit (ThermoFisher

Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) protocol with the 27F primer. The sequencing was performed
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using the 3730xl DNA Analyzer (ThermoFisher). Upon sequencing completion, we BLASTed

(105) the sample sequences against the NCBI non-redundant nucleotide database. We

examined the top ten hits to confirm the sample identity.

Statistical analysis. We performed all data processing and statistical analysis using R (106)

(v3.6.2) or Python (v3.6.10). We compared means between groups using a Kruskal-Wallis

test followed by a pairwise Wilcoxon rank sum when more than two groups were compared.

We tested differences in frequencies between groups with more than 10 observations with a

χ2-test, repeated a 100 times with down-sampling in order to correct for sampling sizes

between groups. We measured phylogenetic signal using a log-likelihood ratio test on

Pagel’s λ (Pagel’s λ fitted using the phylosig function from the phytools R package [(95)]

[v0.7-47], and the null hypothesis being λ = 0). When applicable, we tested for the

confounding of phylogeny with our groups of interest using the aov.phylo function from the R

package geiger (107) (v2.0.7). We adjusted all p-values for multiple comparisons with the

Benjamini-Hochberg (BH) correction method.

Data availability. Raw sequences for the Psychrobacter genome sequencing and polar bear

feces 16S rRNA gene sequencing, as well as assembled Psychrobacter genomes, are

available in the European Nucleotide Archive under the accession PRJEB40380. Annotated

Psychrobacter genomes are available at  ftp://ftp.tue.mpg.de/pub/ebio/dwelter. Raw data, R

notebooks, and Python scripts for the analyses are available at

https://github.com/dkwelter/Welter_et_al_2020.
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Figures

Figure 1. Genomic and phenotypic diversity in the family Moraxellaceae. A) The

Moraxellaceae family phylogeny was constructed with 51 diverse Moraxellaceae genomes

using the software PhyloPhlan, which constructs a phylogeny using fasttree with 1000

bootstraps, refined by RAxML under the PROTCATG model. Amino acid sequences from

400 marker genes were used in the alignment. Branches with bootstrap support greater than

70% are represented by filled circles. The scale bar represents the average amino acid

substitutions per site. Pseudomonas aeruginosa was used as an outgroup. Clades are

highlighted in colored blocks, and branches are colored by genus. Isolation source is

depicted in a color strip, along with a heatmap of scaled notable genome characteristics that

differ between the genera, with 0 representing the smallest value present and 1 the largest

value (P. aeruginosa not included). GS = Genome size, ranging between 1.8 Mb and 4.5 Mb.

PCoA = PC1 values from a PCoA based on gene presence/absence data. CD = genome
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coding density, ranging from 80% to 89%. Growth temperature range data was collected

from type strain publications. B) PC1 and 2 of a PCoA analysis of a binary matrix of gene

presence/absence for 51 species of Moraxellaceae, explaining 32% and 14% of the

variation, respectively. Each genome is represented by one point, colored by genus. The

P-clade Moraxella spp. are represented by yellow points with red outlines. C) PC2 and 3,

explaining 14% and 5% of the variation.
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Figure 2. Psychrophily is only observed in Psychrobacter spp. among the family

Moraxellaceae. Continuous trait mapping growth temperature ranges of 51 species from the

Moraxellaceae family, taken from type strain publications. Values at nodes are imputed by

maximum likelihood analysis. The phylogeny was constructed by marker-gene analysis

including 400 genes, as in Fig. 1. Genera are indicated with colored boxes.
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Figure 3. Psychrobacter phenotypic and phylogenomic diversity. The Psychrobacter

phylogeny was constructed using fasttree with 1000 bootstraps, refined by RAxML under the

PROTCATG model. Amino acid sequences from 400 marker genes were used in the

alignment. Branches with bootstrap support greater than 70% are represented by filled

circles. The scale bar represents the average amino acid substitutions per site. M. lincolnii

was used as an outgroup. Type strain isolate names are indicated in bold and italicized type.

Strains indicated with * next to their name exhibited growth defects in liquid media, and were

tested on solid agar media instead. Strains indicated with ** exhibited growth defects on

solid and liquid media, and were tested on solid media supplemented with 0.1% Tween80.

Isolation source is depicted in column 1 as a color strip. Columns 2 – 10 represent the

growth probabilities of each strain for each condition; media complexity is represented in

yellow, salt concentration is represented in blue, and temperature is represented in red. Type
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strain data supports our temperature data except where indicated - colored triangles show

conditions in which we expected growth but did not observe it, while white triangles

represent conditions in which we observed growth we did not expect. Bile salt resistance is

shown in column 11, with black triangles indicating strains where we expected resistance but

observed sensitivity, and green triangles representing the opposite. The “ecotype” is shown

in column 12 in a colorstrip, and in the color of the branches. 
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Figure 4. Structural differences between the genomes of FE and RE Psychrobacter

strains. A) The first two axes of a PCoA of a gene presence-absence matrix of all of the

included accessions, colored by ecotype. B) Pan-genome categories. C) Proportions of the

average genome of each ecotype devoted to each cluster of orthologous genes (COG)

category. Cellular processing and signaling: [D] cell cycle control cell division, chromosome

partitioning; [M] cell wall/membrane/envelope biogenesis; [N] cell motility; [O]

post-translational modification, protein turnover, and chaperones; [T] signal transduction

mechanisms; [U] intracellular trafficking, secretion, and vesicular transport; [V] defense

mechanisms; [W] extracellular structures; [Y] nuclear structure; [Z] cytoskeleton. Information

storage and processing: [A] RNA processing and modification; [B] chromatin structure and

dynamics; [J] translation, ribosomal structure and biogenesis; [K] transcription; [L]

replication, recombination, and repair. Metabolism: [C] energy production and conversion; [E]
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amino acid transport and metabolism; [F] nucleotide transport and metabolism; [G]

carbohydrate transport and metabolism; [H] coenzyme transport and metabolism; [I] lipid

transport and metabolism; [P] inorganic ion transport and metabolism; [Q] secondary

metabolites biosynthesis, transport, and catabolism. Poorly Characterized: [S] function

unknown, [X] not in COG database. D) Percentage of genes per genome that are

transposases. E) Percentage of predicted pseudogenes per genome. F) Genes per genome.

Means were compared using the Wilcoxon rank sum test. * indicates a p-value less than

0.05, ** indicates p < 0.005, *** indicates p < 0.0005
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Figure 5. Psychrobacter strains occur and persist in the mammalian gut. A) Histogram

of relative abundance at the genus level of 16S rRNA gene SVs, clustered at 99% identity, of

polar bear fecal samples. B) Psychrobacter relative abundance in comparison to taxonomy

of prey consumed by polar bears. C) The average change in OD600 of 19 Psychrobacter

accessions grown on 190 different substrates as sole carbon sources, compared across

different classes of compounds. D) CFUs per gram of cecal contents of gnotobiotic mice is

shown in comparison to accession phylogeny. FE strains are shown in yellow, while RE

strains are shown in blue. The phylogeny was constructed as described in Fig. 5. Branches

with bootstrap support higher than 70% are indicated with a filled circle.

Means were compared using the Wilcoxon rank-sum test. * indicates a p-value less than

0.05, ** indicates p < 0.005, *** indicates p < 0.0005
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Chapter 3. Psychrobacter spp. isolated from

food-processing environments, invertebrates,

and fish show distinct genomic characteristics.

3.1 Abstract.
Ecological niche can drive the genomic diversification of closely related bacterial species.

Here, I apply genomic analyses to the genus Psychrobacter, known for its particularly wide

ecological distribution. I performed a pan-genome analysis, microbial pan-genome wide

association, ancestral character estimations, and analysis of selection on protein sequences

of 85 strains of Psychrobacter to clarify the interactions between isolation source and

Psychrobacter genome evolution. There is some evidence that Psychrobacter isolation

source correlates with available gene pool; each isolation source - from warm-bodied hosts

such as mammals or birds, other hosts like fish or invertebrates, to food processing, marine,

or terrestrial environments - is correlated with unique genes from different COG categories.

Strains isolated from invertebrate and fish hosts, as well as food processing environments,

have higher numbers of total genes, though fewer unique genes than strains from mammals,

birds, or marine environments. After accounting for population structure, however, very few

genes correlate with isolation source; there is some evidence for increased horizontal gene

transfer in strains isolated from fish and invertebrates, and evidence for increased biofilm

formation in strains isolated from food-processing environments. Ancestral character

estimation supports that Psychrobacter are descended from a warm host-associated

bacterium. Finally, there is no correlation between isolation source and cold-adaptation of

proteins. Overall, my results show that isolation source has some impact on Psychrobacter

genome evolution, though the population structure of the genus makes it difficult to

disentangle its effects.
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3.2 Introduction.
With the advent of widespread next-generation sequencing (NGS) technology,

microbiologists realized that closely related bacterial strains can carry vastly different genes,

acquired through lateral gene transfer, and the pan-genome analysis was born (33). The

term “core genome” was coined to describe a set of genes common to all genomes included

in the analysis, and is associated with the general lifestyle of that group of organisms. By

contrast, there are genes that are not shared by all genomes in the group, which is called the

“accessory genome.” It has been shown that despite bacteria having relatively low

recombination rates compared to sexually-reproducing eukaryotic organisms, specific

regions of the genome which are linked to adaptive advantage in a specific environmental

niche can increase in frequency in that niche (34), supporting the “ecotype” theory of

bacterial evolution in which accessory genomes can contribute to ecological differentiation

within close relatives (35). With their small size (between 0.5 (36) and 14 Megabases (37))

and high coding density (typically between 85 - 90% (38)), bacterial genomes and

pan-genome analyses provide the ideal opportunity to explore the link between genomics

and ecology.

Of course, one of the first areas of interest in the study of bacterial population

structures was to explore population structures between clinical and environmental isolates

of pathogens with environmental reservoirs. In some bacterial groups, such as Escherichia

coli and Shigella, this was studied before sequence-based methods were available (39). This

work has since been expanded to include studies based on whole genome sequencing

rather than serotyping, multi-locus sequence typing, or restriction fragment length

polymorphism analysis. For example, whole genome analyses of Salmonella enterica

serotypes Dublin, Newport, and Typhimurium show accessory genome differentiation by

whether they were isolated from human or cattle hosts (40). In a whole genome study of

Vibrio parahaemolyticus isolates from oysters and hospital patients, the authors found that V.
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parahaemolyticus is separated phylogenetically into oyster-only clades, human-only clades,

and mixed clades, supporting differential adaptation for these environments between closely

related isolates; furthermore, the V. parahaemolyticus accessory genome differed between

human-only and oyster-only clades (41) .

With the NGS revolution and the emergence of the field of metagenomics, or the

study of whole communities of microorganisms through direct sequencing of all DNA

recovered from an environmental sample (42), microbiologists realized that non-pathogenic

organisms greatly outnumber pathogens (43). One of the most well-studied, non-pathogenic

groups for comparative genomics across multiple environments is the genus Lactobacillus

(7, 44–46). There is, however, unusual genomic diversity within the genus (45); in April 2020,

one study found using a polyphasic approach the genus could be split into 25 total genera

(47). Given the extreme genetic diversity within its members, Lactobacillus may not be the

most appropriate model group for bacterial ecological diversification.

The genus Psychrobacter exhibits a similarly broad ecological distribution as

Lactobacillus, and because the genus was described relatively recently (19), after the

introduction of 16S classification, the members are genomically closely related. To date,

several comparative genomics studies have been done with Psychrobacter (32, 48–50),

focused on elucidating its approaches to cold adaptation or exploring its potential for

bioactive compounds. These studies revealed high levels of recombination and

rearrangement within Psychrobacter genome architecture, and yet a relatively large core

genome, indicating potentially little horizontal gene exchange or very recent diversification. A

striking feature of the phylogeny of the genus is a deep divide between a smaller basal

group which seems more warm-adapted, and a larger derived group which seems more

cold-adapted.

While valuable, these studies utilize between just 1 genome (in which the protein

sequences were compared to homologous sequences from SwissProt) and 26 genomes,

when there are 41 validly published Psychrobacter species (51) and 290 Psychrobacter

genomes available through the NCBI genome database (52) (including the 85 genomes
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assembled for this study, as of December 2020). The study that included 26 genomes, and

therefore captured the most Psychrobacter diversity to date, only separated Psychrobacter

into three groups: those that were isolated from warm hosts, those that were isolated from

marine environments, and those that were isolated from terrestrial environments. For

convenience, this study classified one strain isolated from a fish as being warm host

associated, and one strain isolated from a porpoise gut as being marine associated. I used

several comparative genomics approaches to study the impact of isolation source, and

therefore by proxy ecological diversification, on Psychrobacter genome evolution in a larger

group of isolates with more detailed (and more accurate) information on isolation sources.

3.3 Materials and Methods.
I performed all analysis using R version 3.6.3; my notebooks are available on github at

https://github.com/dkwelter/dkw_thesis_notebooks. I used the Benjamini-Hochberg method

for all multiple test corrections on p-values.

Psychrobacter pan genome summary. As described in Chapter 2, I performed a

pan-genome analysis on 85 Psychrobacter genomes.

Briefly, I sequenced the genomes sequenced using a mixture of long read and short

read sequencing, assembled them de novo using SPAdes (53), and quality-checked them

using CheckM (54) recommended cutoffs. I annotated genes using eggNOG-mapper (55),

which assigned them to Cluster of Orthologous Groups (COG) categories (56), performed

gene clustering with the PanX pipeline (57), and created a phylogeny using the protein

sequences of 400 marker genes per genome using PhyloPhlAn (58).

I performed pan-genome rarefaction and a Heaps law analysis using the R package

micropan (59) , using 999 permutations for both the rarefaction() and heaps() functions.
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Psychrobacter isolation source pan-genome-wide association study. I performed a

pan-genome-wide association study using the R package treeWAS (60) with isolation

material as the traits of interest. Given the isolation material for each strain, provided by the

strain catalogue form which I purchased the strains, I categorized strains as either “warm

host”- (mammals or birds, n = 14), “other host”- (fish or invertebrates, n = 23), “food”- (frozen

or fermented food products, n = 11), “marine”- (seawater or sea ice, n = 21), or “terrestrial”-

(fresh water or soil, n = 16) derived.

Psychrobacter and Moraxella ancestral state reconstruction. I generated a phylogeny

with PhyloPhlAn using the same 85 Psychrobacter genomes described above, as well as

genomes of 18 Moraxella species and Acinetobacter puyangensis, downloaded from the

NCBI genome database (63) as described in Chapter 2.  I estimated the ancestral state of

the source of isolation using the ace function from ape (64) (type = “discrete”, method =

“ML”, marginal = TRUE).

I first tested the likelihood of Psychrobacter’s ancestor being derived from a “warm

host” isolation source versus any other isolation source, meaning there were two possible

character states. To determine which model was most appropriate, I performed ace() using

each of the three possible models: ER, or equal rates, assuming that the transition between

the states occurs at equal rates; SYM, or symmetric rates, assuming that transitions

between any two states are equal, but not necessarily equal to the transitions between any

other two states; and ARD, or all rates different, which does not assume that any of the

transitions between states are equal. In this case, since there are only two states, the ER

model and SYM model were identical.
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Table 3.1 Two-state ancestral character estimation for Psychrobacter isolation source.
I performed ancestral character estimation using the ace() function from the R package ape
using three different models of rate changes between states, in order to determine which
model maximized the log likelihood while not overfitting the data.

Model Log Likelihood Standard Error

equal rates (ER) -39.5 0.425

symmetric rates (SYM) -39.5 0.425

all rates different (ARD) -38.5 0.393, 0.606

The log likelihood was maximized for the ARD model, but when performing a likelihood test

between models using the following equation,

p = 1- pchisq(2*abs(log likelihood of ER/SYM model - log likelihood of ARD model), 1)

p = 0.15, which is not significant, so I rejected the more complicated ARD model in favor of

the simpler ER model.

I sampled the log likelihood of the isolation source of Psychrobacter’s ancestor at two

positions along the phylogeny: at the root of the Psychrobacter and Moraxella clades and the

root of the Psychrobacter clade. I performed the first using the entire tree described above. I

performed the second by dropping A. puyangensis and all Moraxella tips except M. lincolnii

from the phylogeny, and building a second model using the same parameters as the first.

I next tested the likelihood of Psychrobacter’s ancestor being derived from a warm

host isolation source versus other host, food, marine, or terrestrial isolation sources. In this

case, there were five possible ancestral states. I again performed ace() with the same

parameters as described above using all three types of models, and used the same

likelihood test to determine which was most appropriate.
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Table 3.2 Five-state ancestral character estimation for Psychrobacter isolation source.

Model Log Likelihood Standard Error

ER -155 3.05

SYM -131 1.32, 0.703, 1.13, 1.09, 8.37, 15.0, 60.1, 43.8, 62.3, NaN

ARD -123 3.57, 4.38, NaN, 4.22, 2.43, 5.53, NaN, NaN, NaN, NaN,
NaN, NaN, 2.15, 11.5, NaN, NaN, NaN, NaN, NaN, NaN

In this case, the ARD model was significantly better than both the ER (p = 1.11e-15) and the

SYM (p = 4.26e-05) models. However, both the SYM and ARD models’ standard errors

contain NA values as well as very large values, indicating that the likelihood surface is flat

and the values for the transitions at each of the nodes are not necessarily reliable (65, 66). I

again used the simplest ER model. I sampled the likelihood of Psychrobacter’s ancestral

state as described above.

Psychrobacter cold adaptive traits. For every gene cluster of the Psychrobacter

pan-genome obtained, I used DIAMOND to map the consensus sequence against the

UniRef90 database, excluding results from the family Moraxellaceae. We thus obtained

homologous sequences while ensuring that the analysis would not be biased by

self-comparison. I removed gene clusters without UniRef90 homologs from further analysis.

The putative cold adaptive traits of every protein-coding gene from the Psychrobacter

set and their UniRef90 homologs were evaluated following the methods of Bakermans (32).

Briefly, I used the relative abundance of every amino acid per coding sequence (CDS) to

calculate the arginine to lysine ratio, acidity, hydrophobicity and KVYWREP ratios (32). I

additionally calculated the grand average of hydropathicity (GRAVY) (61) and the isoelectric

point (using Protein Analysis method class from Biopython). Next, I compared the

distributions of these measures from Psychrobacter protein sequences to the distributions of

the measures from the UniRef sequences. For each protein sequence, if a majority of

measures were in the top 25% of the homologs distribution, I defined the protein sequence
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as “highly cold adaptive” (HCA). The top 25% were defined as follows for each trait: highest

25% for glycine relative abundance, acidity, hydrophobicity, and GRAVY; and the lowest 25%

for proline relative abundance, arginine relative abundance, arginine-lysine ratio, isoelectric

point, and KVYWREP.

I performed a test for phylogenetic clustering of the data using phylosig from the R

package phytools (62), using Blomberg’s K, (based on 1000 randomizations). I conducted a

chi-square test to determine whether any of the COG categories were enriched or depleted

in the HCA proteins compared to the Psychrobacter pan-genome as a whole.

3.4 Results and Discussion

The Psychrobacter pan-genome is relatively open. In the 85 Psychrobacter genomes I

included in my analysis, there are a total of 227,212 gene sequences which cluster into

13,223 homologous gene clusters. Of those gene clusters, 1130 fall in the pan-genome

category of “core” - that is, present in 99-100% of genomes; 453 gene clusters fall in “soft

core” - present in between 90-98% of included genomes; 5744 gene clusters fall in the

“shell” - between 2-89% of genomes; and 5896 gene clusters fall in the “cloud” - only present

in 1 genome (Figure 3.1A).
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Figure 3.1 The Psychrobacter pan-genome is open. A) The PanX pipeline was used to
cluster homologous sequences from 85 Psychrobacter genomes. Genes were separated
into pan-genome categories according to how many strains carried homologous sequences:
“core” 99 - 100% of strains, “softcore” 90 - 98% of strains, “shell” 2 - 89% of strains, “cloud”
only 1 strain. B) The rarefaction() function from the R package micropan was used to
estimate how many novel homologous gene clusters are encountered from the addition of
each genome within the 85 genomes included for this analysis, with 999 random
permutations of the order in which genomes are added.

I was interested in whether I had fully sampled Psychrobacter diversity, so I

performed pan-genome rarefaction, which is an analysis of how many novel gene clusters

are added to the pan-genome with the addition of each new genome, using the R package

micropan (Figure 3.1 B). An analysis with Heaps law, which describes the rate of novel gene

discovery within a pan-genome, revealed the decay parameter of the Psychrobacter

pan-genome α = 0.552. Values less than 1 indicate that the pan-genome is still open (33),

meaning that with the genomes I included in my analysis, I have not yet sampled the full

diversity of the genus. Future analyses should be conducted including many more genomes;

this would likely increase the number of shell and cloud genes, and perhaps slightly

decrease the size of the core and softcore genomes. For reference, the Bakermans study

including 26 Psychrobacter genomes (32) found 1,200 gene clusters in the Psychrobacter
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core genome, which is substantially larger than the number of core gene clusters I found

(although that study defined core gene clusters as being contained by 95% of genomes).

I was interested in whether Psychrobacter genes differed in function depending on

which pan-genome category they fell into (Figure 3.2 A). The COG categories encoded by

each of the core, softcore, shell, and cloud genomes are significantly different (χ2 (69, 96) =

2748, p-value < 2.2e-16). By examining the residuals, I determined that Psychrobacter’s

core genome is significantly enriched in gene clusters from COG category J (translation,

ribosomal structure and biogenesis); slightly enriched in O (post-translational modification

and protein turnover), C (energy production), E (amino acid transport and metabolism), F

(nucleotide transport and metabolism), H (coenzyme transport and metabolism); and

substantially depleted in COG category X (no homologs in COG database) (Figure 3.2 B).

These categories relate to general lifestyle and housekeeping functions, so it is not

surprising to find them enriched in the core genome.

Figure 3.2 The Psychrobacter shell- and cloud- genomes are enriched for proteins of
unknown function. A) The proportion of each pan-genome category devoted to each
cluster of orthologous genes (COG) category. Cellular processing and signaling: [D] cell
cycle control cell division, chromosome partitioning; [M] cell wall/membrane/envelope
biogenesis; [N] cell motility; [O] post-translational modification, protein turnover, and
chaperones; [T] signal transduction mechanisms; [U] intracellular trafficking, secretion, and
vesicular transport; [V] defense mechanisms; [W] extracellular structures; [Y] nuclear
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structure; [Z] cytoskeleton. Information storage and processing: [A] RNA processing and
modification; [B] chromatin structure and dynamics; [J] translation, ribosomal structure and
biogenesis; [K] transcription; [L] replication, recombination, and repair. Metabolism: [C]
energy production and conversion; [E] amino acid transport and metabolism; [F] nucleotide
transport and metabolism; [G] carbohydrate transport and metabolism; [H] coenzyme
transport and metabolism; [I] lipid transport and metabolism; [P] inorganic ion transport and
metabolism; [Q] secondary metabolites biosynthesis, transport, and catabolism. Poorly
Characterized: [S] function unknown, [X] not in COG database. B) residuals from a
chi-square test of the COG category representation across each of the pan-genome
categories, produced by the R function corrplot(). The size of the circle reflects the difference
between the expected and observed values, and the color indicates the direction of the
difference, with blue values being positive and red values being negative.

The softcore and shell gene cluster COG categories largely resemble the core,

except that there is an ever larger portion of X category clusters as well as S (function

unknown) category clusters. The cloud genome is slightly depleted in the core-enriched

categories while being extremely enriched in category X. This huge swell in the proportion of

genes with no homologs is also unsurprising, given that genes that are necessary for

housekeeping functions that are common to all bacteria are more likely to already have been

sequenced and characterized compared to genes specific to a particular bacterium.

Psychrobacter spp. from different isolation sources have varying genome sizes. The

average Psychrobacter genome has 2,673 gene clusters: 1148 or 43% of them are core, 450

or 6% are soft-core, 1005 or 48% are shell, and 70 or 3% are cloud. The number of genes

per genome differs significantly by isolation source (Kruskal-Wallis chi-squared = 16.388, df

= 4, p-value = 0.00254), with strains isolated from food and other host bodies carrying more

genes than strains from other isolation sources (Figure 3.3 A). Additionally, the ‘pan-genome

structure’ differs significantly by isolation source. Strains from warm hosts, marine, and

terrestrial sources have greater proportions of core (Kruskal-Wallis chi-squared = 18.4, df =

4, p-value = 0.00101) and soft-core (Kruskal-Wallis chi-squared = 12.5, df = 4, p-value =

0.014) genes than strains from other hosts or food. Conversely, strains isolated from other

hosts and food have significantly greater proportions of shell (Kruskal-Wallis chi-squared =

18.2, df = 4, p-value = 0.00114) genes than strains from warm hosts, marine, or terrestrial

sources. Strains isolated from food trend towards having greater numbers of cloud genes,
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although it is not significant (Kruskal-Wallis chi-squared = 7.69, df = 4, p-value = 0.103).

(Figure 3.3 B)

Figure 3.3 The pan-genome structure of Psychrobacter differs by isolation source. A)
Strains from other hosts and food have significantly higher numbers of genes per genome
than the other three isolation sources. B) Core genes are present in 99-100% of genomes,
soft core in 90-98%, shell in 2-89%, and cloud only in a single genome. Strains from other
hosts and food have significantly lower proportions of core genes and higher proportions of
shell genes than the other three isolation sources; WH = strains isolated from warm hosts,
OH = other host, F = food-processing, M = marine, T = terrestrial.

These patterns, of course, are unsurprising. Given that strains from other hosts and

food have higher numbers of genes, it is by definition that they would have smaller

proportions of their genomes devoted to core and soft-core genes and larger proportions of

shell and cloud genes. What is more interesting, is that several genomes have drastically

higher proportions of cloud genes than other members of that isolation source, since larger
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cloud genomes indicate rapid gene gain and likely also indicate niche differentiation

compared to relatives (67). The median proportion of cloud genes for warm host isolates is

1.5%, yet P. ciconiae has 19%, P. lutiphocae has 14%, and P. phenylpyruvicus has 7%. The

median proportion for other host isolates is 1%, but P. sp. H7-1 has 7%, and P. fulvigenes

and P. immobilis strain 1184 have 5%. For marine strains, the median proportion is 2%, but

P. arenosus has 22%, P. aestuarii has 20%, and P. aquimaris has 5%. Many of these strains

are very basal on the tree and occur as outgroups to other, more derived clades, which could

mean that these high proportions of cloud genes represent unsampled Psychrobacter

diversity, rather than true gene gain.

Psychrobacter from different isolation sources harbor unique genes. I further

characterized the Psychrobacter pan-genome by identifying gene clusters that are unique to

each isolation source. There are 1,632 gene clusters unique to strains isolated from warm

hosts, 85% of which are cloud genes (only appearing in one strain); 1,214 gene clusters

unique to other hosts, 83% of which are cloud; 834 unique to food, 88% of which are cloud;

2,043 unique to marine, 97% of which are cloud; and 955 unique to terrestrial, 81% of which

are cloud (Figure 3.4 A). The warm host unique gene clusters are enriched for COG

categories N (cell motility), U (intracellular trafficking), L (replication recombination), E (amino

acid transport and metabolism), H (coenzyme transport and metabolism), P (inorganic ion

transport and metabolism), Q (secondary metabolite synthesis), and S (function unknown).

The other host unique gene clusters are enriched for COG categories V (defense

mechanisms) and X (no homologs). The food and terrestrial unique gene clusters are both

enriched for COG categories X (no homologs). The marine unique gene clusters are

enriched for COG categories O (post-translational modification) and T (signal transduction).

(Figure 3.4 B)
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Figure 3.4 Psychrobacter isolation sources are associated with unique cloud gene
content. A) The COG category counts of genes unique to each isolation source. Note that
for genes annotated with multiple COG categories, each category is counted separately.
Cellular processing and signaling: [D] cell cycle control cell division, chromosome
partitioning; [M] cell wall/membrane/envelope biogenesis; [N] cell motility; [O]
post-translational modification, protein turnover, and chaperones; [T] signal transduction
mechanisms; [U] intracellular trafficking, secretion, and vesicular transport; [V] defense
mechanisms; [W] extracellular structures; [Y] nuclear structure; [Z] cytoskeleton. Information
storage and processing: [A] RNA processing and modification; [B] chromatin structure and
dynamics; [J] translation, ribosomal structure and biogenesis; [K] transcription; [L]
replication, recombination, and repair. Metabolism: [C] energy production and conversion; [E]
amino acid transport and metabolism; [F] nucleotide transport and metabolism; [G]
carbohydrate transport and metabolism; [H] coenzyme transport and metabolism; [I] lipid
transport and metabolism; [P] inorganic ion transport and metabolism; [Q] secondary
metabolites biosynthesis, transport, and catabolism. Poorly Characterized: [S] function
unknown, [X] not in COG database. B) residuals from a chi-square test of the COG category
representation across each isolation source, produced by the R function corrplot(). The size
of the circle reflects the difference between the expected and observed values, and the color
indicates the direction of the difference, with blue values being positive and red values being
negative.

It is difficult to comment on the ecological relevance of the unique genes, since so

many of them appear only in one strain. Strains isolated from other hosts carry a unique
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number of V- (cellular defense) COG category genes, most of which are

restriction-modification endonucleases and methyltransferases. Restriction-modification

systems are well-known for deactivating mobile genetic elements, but high numbers can also

indicate higher rates of genetic exchange in a particular lineage (71). Higher rates of

horizontal gene transfer in Psychrobacter spp. isolated from other hosts could help explain

why other hosts have carry more genes than strains from other isolation sources.

Strains isolated from marine sources carry many unique O- (post-translational

modification) and T- (signal transduction) COG category genes. Most of the O-category

genes are related to either protein degradation or oligomerization, though some of them are

heat shock proteins or their chaperones. The unique T-category genes include many

histidine kinases, genes involved in c-di-GMP formation and sensing, and extra-cytoplasmic

function sigma and anti-sigma factors. Unfortunately the annotations for these genes are not

specific enough to predict what conditions these genes might be involved in sensing or what

the resulting response might be. Previous genomic comparisons of marine oligotrophs to

copiotrophs revealed that marine copiotrophs tend to have increased numbers of signal

transduction genes to quickly respond to changing environmental stimuli, which could

include changing concentrations of dissolved proteins to scavenge (72).

Few genes correlate with isolation source after accounting for phylogeny. To determine

whether isolation source impacts genomic content of Psychrobacter strains while accounting

for population structure, I performed a pan-genome wide association study (pan-GWAS)

using the R package treeWAS. TreeWAS performs several phylogenetically-aware tests to

determine whether a trait is significantly correlated with the presence or absence of gene

clusters in comparison to a random “null distribution” of the traits compared to phylogenetic

relation; treeWAS has already been used in several publications to examine bacterial

populations for signs of host adaptation (73–75) and ecological diversification in general

(75).
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Using this approach, I found 5 gene clusters significantly associated with isolation

from other host bodies, 5 associated with isolation from food, 4 associated with marine

environments, and 1 associated with terrestrial environments. There were no gene clusters

significantly associated with isolation from warm host bodies. (Appendix I: Table 3.3)

I expected to find some genes associated with warm host bodies, as the previous

26-genomes Psychrobacter comparative genomics study found that warm host isolates had

more unique gene content compared to isolates from marine or terrestrial sources (32), and

there were a high number of gene clusters unique to warm host strains in my own analysis.

Intuitively, the body of a warm host is more different from the other environments

Psychrobacter can be isolated from than those environments are from each other. However,

it must be noted that the previous study did not control for population structure, and was only

examining the gene pool differences between the basal and derived Psychrobacter clades.

After including warm host isolates from outside of the basal clade, and after accounting for

the phylogenetic structure of the genus, these gene presence/absence differences are no

longer significant.

The gene clusters significantly enriched in strains isolated from other hosts include

one gene with no homologs in the eggNOG database, a nucleotide binding protein, a DNA

primase, and an adenine specific DNA methyltransferase. Genes relating to K- and L- COG

categories support my earlier finding that strains isolated from other hosts carry many unique

DNA replication and transcription regulation genes, potentially due to greater rates of gene

exchange than other Psychrobacter strains.

The gene clusters significantly enriched in strains isolated from food sources include

one uncharacterized protein with a KWG leptospira repeat domain, two predicted fimbrial

chaperone proteins, and two fimbrial subunit proteins. Fimbriae are typically associated with

pathogenesis, especially in mediating cell attachment to the gastrointestinal tract, increasing

cell survival inside macrophages, and increasing biofilm formation (76–79). Biofilm formation

is a known bacterial response to stressful environments and so could be advantageous for

bacteria in frozen or fermented food processing environments (80).
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Significantly associated with terrestrial strains is the depletion of a particular

resolvase from the Tn3 transposon family. Tn3 transposons are best known for their role in

the dissemination of antibiotic resistance genes, but have also been implicated in horizontal

gene transfer of novel catabolic gene functions (81), since they are capable of carrying quite

long segments of DNA compared to many other transposase families (82). In total, there are

5 homologous gene clusters annotated as Tn3 family genes, including 2 transposases, 2

integrases, and the resolvase. The transposases and integrases are not significantly

depleted in terrestrial strains, so the depletion of the resolvase may not be ecologically

relevant, just a coincidence.

Finally, strains isolated from marine environments are significantly enriched for one

hypothetical protein with no homologs in the eggNOG database and a protein of unknown

function with a DUF1810 domain. It is difficult to comment on the potential ecological

significance of these genes, since neither has an annotated function.

Psychrobacter’s ancestor was likely a bacterium associated with warm-bodied hosts.

As discussed in Chapter 2, one of the things that makes Psychrobacter unique is the

possibility that its ancestor was a mammalian pathobiont, since evolutionary transitions from

environmental to host-associated are more common than the converse. To further explore

this Psychrobacter’s possible evolutionary history, I performed ancestral character estimation

using the R package phytools with the equal rates model, based on a phylogeny constructed

from 85 Psychrobacter genomes and 18 Moraxella genomes, with Acinetobacter

puyangensis as an outgroup.

In comparing “warm host” versus all other isolation sources (Figure 3.5 A), the

likelihood that the ancestor of Moraxella and Psychrobacter was warm host-associated is

83%. The likelihood of the direct ancestor of Psychrobacter being warm host-associated is

55%. In comparing warm host versus all other isolation sources (other host, food, marine,

and terrestrial) (Figure 3.5 B), the likelihood of warm host-association for the ancestor of

Psychrobacter and Moraxella, as well as the direct ancestor of Psychrobacter, is 22%.
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Figure 3.5 Psychrobacter ancestral state was more likely to be ‘warm host’ associated
than any other isolation source. A phylogeny of the Moraxella and Psychrobacter genera,
with Acinetobacter puyangensis as an outgroup, was constructed using PhyloPhlAn, using
amino acid sequences from 400 marker genes in the alignment. Isolation sources were
mapped for each strain on the tree tips, and likelihood of each isolation source was
calculated for each node on the phylogeny using the ace() function from ape, with marginal
estimation, an ER model, and the maximum likelihood method. A) Two-state ancestral
character estimation, collapsing strains into “warm host associated” or “not.” B) Five-state
ancestral character estimation.

This supports that Psychrobacter likely evolved from a bacterium that was associated

with warm bodied hosts, but there are many pitfalls associated with ancestral character

estimation. In particular, my data set is too small to allow the use of a more complicated

model than the equal rates model, which is not very realistic, and predicts that all isolation

sources are equally likely for the five-state model.

Psychrobacter adaptation to cold temperatures is not uniform. The amino acid content

of proteins can be studied to learn about selection pressures on organisms. In particular,

properties of proteins adapted to function at cold temperatures are well known (83, 84). I

was interested in examining the predicted cold adaptation of Psychrobacter protein coding

sequences, so I classified proteins as highly cold adaptive (HCA) or not by comparison to

homologs from Uniref90. Out of 227,212 total gene sequences, 75,813 (33%) were classified

as HCA. This corresponded with 5,238 total gene clusters out of 13,223 (39%).
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I was interested in if gene clusters as a whole, or instead only a subset of sequences

within a gene cluster, would be classified as HCA. Therefore, I classified the percentage of

HCA sequences within a gene cluster, both with (Figure 3.6 A) and without (Figure 3.6 B)

gene clusters only containing a single sequence. Most gene clusters do not include any HCA

gene sequences. Of the gene clusters that do include HCA sequences, it is more common

that every sequence in the gene cluster is HCA, than some sequences being HCA and some

not. This is not entirely surprising, as the gene clusters were generated by comparison of

their amino acid sequences; for homologous genes, those with more cold adaptive amino

acid properties may form separate gene clusters than those without.

Figure 3.6 Cold adaptation of homologous Psychrobacter protein sequences is
typically all or nothing. A) The percentage of sequences within each Psychrobacter
homologous gene cluster defined as highly cold adaptive (HCA) by comparison to Uniref90
sequences. B) The percentage of sequences within gene clusters excluding ‘singleton’ gene
clusters (containing only one sequence) defined as HCA.

I next examined the percentage of HCA genes carried by each strain (Figure 3.7 A).

Between 25% and 40% of all genes carried by Psychrobacter strains are HCA, with a

median of 34%. This value varies significantly by phylogeny (Blomberg’s K : 4.50e-05,

p-value = 0.04), but not as expected under Brownian evolution, i.e. genetic drift (85). Given

that the derived clade of the Psychrobacter phylogeny exhibits higher likelihood of growth at
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cool temperatures compared to the basal clade (Chapter 2 and 4), it is safe to assume that

cold adaptation has been differentially selected for across the Psychrobacter phylogeny.

Figure 3.7 The percentage of highly cold-adaptive protein sequences varies widely
across Psychrobacter strains, but not by lifestyle or isolation source. A) The
percentage of HCA genes within each Psychrobacter strain. The percentage of HCA genes
divided by B) restriction to temperatures under 25 oC in my own phenotyping experiment
(see Chapter 2) or C) isolation source. No significant differences in either B or C.

I also divided Psychrobacter strains by whether or not they exhibited psychrophilic

growth behaviors (growth only at 20 oC or below) in my growth curve screen and checked
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the percentage of HCA genes between groups (Figure 3.7 B). There was no significant

difference between the psychrophilic strains and mesophilic strains (Wilcoxon rank sum test,

W = 256, p-value = 0.30), although only five strains were classified as psychrophilic in this

case, which greatly decreases the power of the test. I also tested the percentage of HCA

genes by isolation source, where again, there was no significant difference (Kruskal-Wallis χ2

= 0.853, df = 4, p-value = 0.07) (Figure 3.7 C). In this case, there is a trend of warm host

strains having a lower percentage of HCA genes compared to strains from other sources,

which is what one might expect.

I next wanted to learn where in the pan-genome the HCA genes occurred: whether

they were core genes versus softcore versus shell versus cloud (Table 3.4).

Table 3.4 Psychrobacter shell genes are more likely to be highly cold adapted. Core
genes are present in 99-100% of genomes, soft core in 90-98%, shell in 2-89%, and cloud
only in a single genome.

pan-genome
category total genes number of HCA

genes
percent of HCA
genes

core 78745 23204 0.29

softcore 53746 18211 0.34

shell 88735 33205 0.37

cloud 5986 1193 0.20

The Psychrobacter shell genome is enriched for HCA gene sequences (χ2 (3, 8) = 868,

p-value < 2.2e-16). Since the whole genus is psychrotrophic, I expected that the core or

softcore genomes may be enriched for HCA protein sequences, but this is not the case. Of

course, the classification of “shell genome” includes a huge range of prevalence, between

2% and 89%. It may be more useful and informative to have more resolved categories of

gene clusters, or to examine the genus on a clade-by-clade basis rather than as a whole.

Psychrobacter genes with high cold-adaptation have well-characterized functions. I

next wanted to determine whether particular functions were enriched in the HCA genes

compared to Psychrobacter genes as a whole. The COG categories encoded by HCA genes

are significantly different from those encoded by non-HCA genes (χ2 (23, 48) = 3 750,
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p-value < 2.2e-16) (Figure 3.8 A). HCA genes are highly enriched for L category genes

(replication, recombination, and repair) and slightly enriched for O (post-translational

modification and protein turnover), T (signal transduction), and Q (secondary metabolites

biosynthesis and transport) category genes. HCA genes are greatly depleted for X (no

homolog) category genes compared to non-HCA genes (Figure 3.8 B).

Figure 3.8 Psychrobacter proteins classified as cold-adapted are enriched for
replication and recombination related functions compared to non-cold adapted
proteins. A) The proportion of HCA versus non-HCA genes devoted to each cluster of
orthologous genes (COG) category. Cellular processing and signaling: [D] cell cycle control
cell division, chromosome partitioning; [M] cell wall/membrane/envelope biogenesis; [N] cell
motility; [O] post-translational modification, protein turnover, and chaperones; [T] signal
transduction mechanisms; [U] intracellular trafficking, secretion, and vesicular transport; [V]
defense mechanisms; [W] extracellular structures; [Y] nuclear structure; [Z] cytoskeleton.
Information storage and processing: [A] RNA processing and modification; [B] chromatin
structure and dynamics; [J] translation, ribosomal structure and biogenesis; [K] transcription;
[L] replication, recombination, and repair. Metabolism: [C] energy production and conversion;
[E] amino acid transport and metabolism; [F] nucleotide transport and metabolism; [G]
carbohydrate transport and metabolism; [H] coenzyme transport and metabolism; [I] lipid
transport and metabolism; [P] inorganic ion transport and metabolism; [Q] secondary
metabolites biosynthesis, transport, and catabolism. Poorly Characterized: [S] function
unknown, [X] not in COG database. B) residuals from a chi-square test of the COG category
representation of HCA versus non-HCA genes, produced by the R function corrplot(). The
size of the circle reflects the difference between the expected and observed values, and the
color indicates the direction of the difference, with blue values being positive and red values
being negative.
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Many of the HCA L-category genes are transposases and integrases. Insertion

sequences have been reported to be common in bacteria associated with sea ice (86), which

could explain why they may have cold-optimized amino acid sequences. Other L-category

genes include DNA polymerases and helicases, which have a known role in cold adaptation,

as do the T-category signal transduction genes (87). The O-category genes include protein

chaperones, which have been shown to have enriched expression during cold stress in

cyanobacteria (88). The Q-category genes include many genes involved in siderophore

production, which has been shown to be upregulated at cold temperatures in Rhodococcus

(89). I was initially surprised that there were so few HCA X-category genes, given the high

number of X-category genes in the Psychrobacter pan-genome, but since genomic

adaptations to cold temperatures is fairly well-studied, many genes involved in cold

adaptation have been identified and characterized (84).

3.5 Conclusion

In the analysis presented above, I examined 85 strains from the genus

Psychrobacter for genomic differences relating to their different sources of isolation:

warm-bodied hosts (mammals or birds), other hosts (fish or invertebrates), food processing

environments, marine environments, or terrestrial environments. Much of my work

recapitulates what was found based on a previous analysis using 26 Psychrobacter

genomes (32), divided by whether they were isolated from warm hosts, marine, or terrestrial

environments. However, my analysis included many more genomes and more detailed

information about the source of the strains involved. I also incorporated

phylogenetically-aware tests, which was not previously done. The Psychrobacter

pan-genome is open, but the genomes of individual strains share a large number of core

conserved genes. The core and soft-core genes consist of largely regulatory functions, but

the shell and cloud genes are dominated by hypothetical proteins with no known homologs

in the eggNOG database.
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Strains from differing isolation sources have unique gene content, but after

controlling for population structure, very few genes are significantly correlated with isolation

source. Strains isolated from invertebrates, fish, and food-processing environments have

greater numbers of genes. In particular, strains from invertebrates and fish are significantly

enriched for genes controlling DNA transcription and replication, which could support

increased rates of horizontal gene transfer in their genomes. Strains isolated from

food-processing environments are enriched for genes increasing biofilm formation capacity,

which is likely advantageous in frozen and fermented food colonization. There are no genes

significantly associated with isolation from warm bodied hosts, though an ancestral character

estimation supports that Psychrobacter are derived from a warm host-associated bacterium.

I also examined Psychrobacter protein coding sequences for evidence of adaptation

to cold temperatures. Genes with high predicted cold adaptation had predicted functions

already known to associate with cold adaptation, such as DNA replication and signal

transduction. These highly cold-adapted genes are typically found in the shell genome, not

the core or soft-core genomes, even though Psychrobacter as a genus is psychrotolerant.

There is no difference in proportion of highly cold adaptive protein sequences per genome

when examined by isolation source, further supporting my assertion that while isolation

source has some impact on Psychrobacter evolution, it is not a perfect predictor of genomic

or phenotypic traits.

Future analysis of the implications of Psychrobacter ecology on genome evolution

should include a direct analysis of the population structuring of Psychrobacter strains.

Reverse ecology approaches have previously been used to define microbial populations with

diverging adaptations to temperature (90); perhaps there is a more meaningful population

structure within the genus Psychrobacter than by defined “isolation source.” It would be

interesting to use SNP data from core genes to estimate migration between different

isolation sources, which would also improve information about the population structure within

the genus. My analysis did not include any direct prediction of ancestral sequences or

horizontal gene transfer. Horizontal gene transfer is known to contribute to ecological
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differentiation between close relatives (91), so a definitive prediction of gene transfer rates

within the genus would be enlightening. Finally, future analysis should include many more

genomes. The 85 genomes I included here were not enough to introduce a more detailed

isolation source analysis, as evidenced by the difficulty in applying ancestral character

estimation. Including additional genomes, especially ones that are more closely related to

“outgroup strains” such as those exhibiting extremely high numbers of cloud genes, may

also help resolve any issues in disentangling the effects of isolation source on evolution from

phylogenetic relatedness of strains.
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Chapter 4: Psychrobacter spp. from warm-bodied

hosts show the most distinct in vitro growth

characteristics.

4.1 Abstract.

I was interested in how Psychrobacter isolated from different ecological niches might exhibit

differences in phenotypic behavior, so I performed a large scale phenotype collection on 85

Psychrobacter strains. I collected information on strains’ oxygen utilization profiles and

abilities (or lack thereof) to grow in 24 different conditions, along with growth rate and

maximum optical density reached. I found that Psychrobacter isolation source is strongly

correlated with ability/inability to grow under certain conditions, with strains isolated from

mammals and birds more likely to grow in rich media, low salt, and high temperature

conditions compared to strains from other isolation sources. Isolation source and isolation

location are also very weakly correlated with growth rate and maximum optical density, but

explain very little of the variation in the data. Strains from birds and mammals are less likely

to be strict aerobes than strains from other isolation sources, but not significantly. Overall,

my data shows that Psychrobacter strains isolated from warm-bodied hosts behave

somewhat differently than Psychrobacter strains from other isolation sources, and in

particular, this difference is likely driven by more phylogenetically basal strains.

4.2 Introduction.

While metagenomics has revealed much uncultured microbial diversity, a solely

sequenced-based approach ultimately cannot give us a complete understanding of microbial
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ecology, and cultivating bacteria in the lab remains very important (92). Once cultured,

publishing information characterizing novel bacterial species is very challenging; there are 11

strict criteria for publication of strain as “new species” (species nova) in the International

Journal of Systematic and Evolutionary Microbiology (93). It is expensive and difficult or

impossible to perform such thorough phenotyping on every cultured strain, leading to

deposition of many uncharacterized strains in catalogues and the genomes of many

uncharacterized strains in genomic databases.

The genus Psychrobacter has shown interesting phenotypic flexibility, with some

strains being restricted to psychrophilic lifestyles, while others are capable of growth

between 0 oC and 42 oC (20). Type strain papers can be patchy in reporting how phenotypic

tests were performed, however. For example, P. lutiphocae is reported to grow between 10

and 37 oC. The relevant portion of the type strain paper methods section simply states, “The

growth temperature range of the isolate was 10 - 37 oC” (94), but does not mention which

temperatures were included in the tests, or on which media the tests were performed. It is

thus difficult to compare phenotypic data directly taken from type strain papers.

In particular, I was interested in phenotypes that may relate to Psychrobacter strains’

abilities to colonize the mammalian gut. One obvious difference between the mammalian gut

and other environments in which Psychrobacter is found is temperature; mammalian body

temperature ranges between 30 - 40 oC (95), while seawater is typically between -2 - 2 oC

(96). Along with temperature, there is another clear difference in salinity; it is difficult to

measure the exact osmolarity of intestinal content, but solutions of 0.16 mM NaCl, or around

0.9%, are considered isotonic for mammalian tissues (97), while seawater has a salinity of

around 3.3% (98), and glacial cryopegs can have a salinity of 30% (99). Another potential

difference is nutrient availability; nutrient levels in the gut vary depending on location and

time since feeding (10), but are relatively high in comparison to an environment such as a

cryopeg (100). Finally, the mammalian gut is an anoxic environment in which most of the

bacteria are anaerobic (101), whereas psychrophiles are frequently aerobic due to the high

oxygen stress associated with low temperatures (102).
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Here, I apply the same phenotypic tests consistently across many Psychrobacter

strains with the aim of identifying broad patterns relating to Psychrobacter’s ecological

diversification. I collected growth curves under 24 different conditions, including a range of

temperatures and salinities with different basal media, from which I estimated growth rate

(during exponential phase) and maximum optical density reached, as well as information on

strain oxygen utilization. I compare patterns in these data by isolation source, as well as by

ecotype (as defined in Chapter 2).

4.3 Materials and Methods.

I performed all analysis using R version 3.6.3; my notebooks are available on github at

https://github.com/dkwelter/dkw_thesis_notebooks.

Psychrobacter growth screen data collection and modeling. For a full description of the

Psychrobacter strains used and the conditions included in my phenotypic screen, see

Chapter 2. Briefly, I tested 85 strains of Psychrobacter under 24 different conditions,

including 2 different media bases (LB and a modified M9 medium), 3 different temperatures

(4, 25, and 37C), and 4 different salt concentrations (0, 2.5, 5, and 10% added NaCl). I

randomly assigned strains to batches of 10 that were screened together (see Chapter 2 for

more information on batches). After growing strains to saturation, I washed and diluted them

to optical density at 600 nm (OD600) of 0.3, which I used to inoculate 100 uL of each

medium at a ratio of 1:1000. In 96-well plates, I inoculated 5 replicate wells per strain, with

10 wells of uninoculated medium acting as blanks per plate. The wells around the periphery

were filled with water to reduce edge effects. I inoculated three sets of 12 plates in this

manner, and incubated each set at either 4, 25, or 37 oC. I measured the OD600 of each

plate every 8 hours for 1 week, then every 24 hours, and let cultures grow to stationary

phase (between 3 and 12 weeks after inoculation).
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At some points, it became necessary to restart a few plates per batch due to random

catastrophe destroying the originals. Since no strains were present in multiple complete

batches, a batch effect analysis was not possible.

For each separate replicate, I fitted the absorbance data to the logistic equation for

growth with the Growth Curver package(103) in R to estimate growth rate r and maximum

optical density K:

𝑁
𝑡
 =  𝐾

1 + (
𝐾 − 𝑁

0

𝑁
0

)*𝑒 −𝑟𝑡

where Nt is the population size at time t, N0 is the initial population size, K is the maximum

possible population size or carrying capacity, and r is the intrinsic growth rate (Figure 4.1 A).

I manually removed estimated data for growth curves that had not been fitted

correctly or had not been fitted at all (Figure 4.1 B). I also binned each replicate as growth

positive (meaning the strain grew in that replicate of that condition) or growth negative

(meaning the strain never reached an OD600 of 0.15 over the course of the experiment)

(Figure 4.1 C).

Figure 4.1 Psychrobacter growth curve modeling. Growth curves were collected for 85
different strains of Psychrobacter under 5 replicates of 24 different conditions. The time in
hours is shown along the x-axis and the optical density at 600 nm is shown along the y-axis.
The R package Growthcurver was used to model each growth curve. A) Representative of a
well-modeled growth curve. The modeled logistic growth equation is shown in a red line
which closely fits the data, with a low estimated error σ = 0.03. B) Representative of a growth
curve that could not be modeled by Growthcurver. C) Representative of a condition in which
there was no growth.
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Analysis of Psychrobacter growth bin data. For every strain, for every condition, I

collected growth bin (growth positive versus negative) data. However, because not every

replicate growth curve could be modeled, some data were missing for K and r. In order to

avoid “throwing out” growth bin data for conditions with missing K and r data, I analyzed

growth bin data separately.

As the distribution for growth bin data was not normal (Figure 4.2 A), I used the

non-parametric approach of non-metric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) to reduce the

growth bin data into two dimensions using the metaMDS() function with Bray-Curtis

distances from the R package vegan (104) with autotransform set to FALSE and trymax

equal to 100, followed by a visualization of the fit between environmental variables with the

ordination using the envfit() function - omitting strains with missing metadata - with 1000

permutations. The two-dimensional ordination resulted in a stress value of 0.087, indicating

a fair to good fit, with a non-metric R2 of 0.99 and a linear fit R2 of 0.97 (Figure 4.2 B). I

tested the association of strain and condition metadata with the growth bin data using an

analysis of similarities (ANOSIM) with the anosim() function from vegan, using Bray distance

and 9999 permutations.
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Figure 4.2 Non-parametric analysis of Psychrobacter growth bin data. A) Histogram of
values of growth bin data. B) Shepard stressplot of the growth bin data, showing on the x
axis dissimilarity between data points and on the y axis distances between those points in
the NMDS ordination. The R2 values for the non-metric and linear fits, calculated by
stressplot() function from the vegan package in R, are shown in the top left.

After confirming that the isolation source significantly impacted growth bin data, I

used chi square to test for differences in growth bin by condition. I filtered data to only the

condition being tested, then downsampled such that each group was equal in size, repeating

for 100 permutations of randomly included strains, adjusting p-values with the

Benjamini-Hochberg correction.

Analysis of Psychrobacter growth rate and maximum OD600. The models for

Psychrobacter growth rate (r) and maximum OD600 (K) were highly zero-inflated, since

many strains could not grow in many conditions (Figure 4.3 A). I removed r values for

conditions that didn’t grow, because there is no way to use a value r = infinity in a model. K =

0 is biologically meaningful, so I included K values for no-growth conditions. I scaled the data

by strain such that all values were between 0 and 1, and again used the NMDS approach to

examine r and K with the same parameters as used in the growth bin analysis described

above. The NMDS ordination resulted in a stress of 0.11, indicating a fair fit, with a
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non-metric R2 of 0.99 and a linear R2 of 0.96 (Figure 4.3 B). I again visualized the fit of

environmental variables to the ordination using envfit(), tested the association of metadata to

k and r using the ANOSIM test.

Figure 4.3 Non-parametric analysis of Psychrobacter growth rate and maximum
optical density data. A) Histogram of values of growth curve modeled K (maximum OD)
and r (intrinsic growth rate) data. B) Shepard stressplot of the K and r data, showing on the x
axis dissimilarity between data points and on the y axis distances between those points in
the NMDS ordination. The R2 values for the non-metric and linear fits, calculated by
stressplot() function from the vegan package in R, are shown in the top left.

Psychrobacter oxygen utilization assays. I used the same growth curve cultures diluted

to OD600 = 0.3 as inocula for oxygen requirements assays. To test the oxygen requirements

of each strain, I used a modified thioglycollate broth (TGB) recipe. Per liter of TGB, I added

15 g pancreatic digest of casein, 5 g yeast extract, 5.5 g dextrose, 2.5 g sodium chloride, 0.5

g L-cysteine, 0.5 g sodium thioglycollate, 8 g agar, and 500 ug resazurin. I boiled the TGB

until the agar dissolved, mixed well, then pipetted 8 mL each into 16 mm test tubes and

autoclaved at 121 °C for 20 minutes for sterilization. When the TGB cooled and solidified, I

inoculated each strain into a tube using 1 uL disposable inoculating loops, stabbing straight

down in the center of the tube. I incubated the tubes at each strains’ preferred temperature.

When each tube showed visible growth, I scored the strain by comparison between the
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growth zone and the oxygenated zone (figure TGB scoring) as either “AR” for aerobic, “MA”

for microaerophilic, “AR,MA” for growth in both the aerobic and microaerophilic zones, “FA”

for facultative anaerobic growth, or “ND” if there was no visible growth or the growth pattern

was not clear. No strains showed solely anaerobic growth. If a strain did not grow before the

pink “oxygenation zone” (visible due to the resazurin) expanded to the bottom of the tube, I

marked the strain as “ND”.

Figure 4.4 oxygen utilization assay scoring. Psychrobacter oxygen utilization was tested
using a thioglycollate broth recipe containing resazurin as an oxygen indicator; the
oxygenation zone is defined as the pink area at the top of slant. Oxygen utilization was
defined in the following categories: AR = growth in aerobic zone only (on top of the slant).
AR,MA = growth in aerobic zone as well as oxygenated portion of tube. MA = Growth within
the oxygenated zone of the slant, but not within the aerobic or anaerobic zones. FA = growth
on top of and throughout the slant. AN = growth only in the anaerobic zone of the slant.

To test the significance of differences between the behavior of Psychrobacter

isolation sources and ecotypes in this assay, I performed a chi-square test with 100 random

permutations of subsetted strains such that each of the groups were equal in size, and

adjusted the p-values for multiple testing using the Benjamini-Hochberg method.

4.4 Results and Discussion.

Psychrobacter isolated from warm hosts are better suited to growing in rich media,

low salt, and high temperatures than Psychrobacter from other isolation sources. To

explore what conditions were most impactful on Psychrobacter strains’ abilities to grow in my
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phenotypic screen, I reduced the growth bin data into two dimensions with an NMDS

analysis, followed by fitting metadata to the ordination using the envfit function from vegan.

Visualization of the NMDS variables and the fit between environmental factors and

variables shows that most conditions cluster at low NMDS axis 1 values and mid NMDS axis

2 values, while some conditions do not (Figure 4.5). Notably, conditions at 37 oC are

significantly separated from the other conditions (temperature ANOSIM R = 0.42,

significance = 0.0001). Base medium also has a large effect (medium ANOSIM R = 0.16,

significance = 0.02), with base medium LB conditions mostly occurring in lower values of

NMDS axis 2 and MM conditions mostly occurring in higher values of NMDS axis 2. Salt

does not have a significant effect (ANOSIM R = 0.10, significance = 0.09).

Figure 4.5 NMDS variables plot for growth bin. non-metric multidimensional scaling used
to examine overall patterns of growth bin by growth conditions, the metaMDS() function from
vegan with Bray-Curtis distances, autotransform = FALSE. Left-most: colored by
temperature, with all conditions mapped to ordination using the envfit function. Middle plot:
colored by % added sodium chloride. Right-most: colored by basal medium.

Visualization of the NMDS individuals reveals there is a relatively tight cluster of

strains with low values on NMDS axis 1 and high values on NMDS axis 2, with a loose group

of strains spreading out across NMDS axis 1 (Figure 4.6). The tight group represents strains

from many different isolation sources, while the strains in the looser group are largely

derived from warm bodied hosts. ANOSIM analysis comparing the growth bin data to strain

isolation information confirms that isolation source is significant (ANOSIM R = 0.13,

significance = 0.0003), however isolation location (latitude ANOSIM R = 0.27, significance  =
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0.007, longitude ANOSIM R = 0.26, significance = 0.03) also has a significant impact.

Isolation location is confounded with isolation material, since samples from warm hosts were

either isolated from high latitudes and low longitudes or have no isolation location data.

Essentially, all of the strains from Antarctica, which are all either ‘marine’ or ‘terrestrial’

strains, cluster very closely. Ideally, to determine whether there is any impact of isolation

location on strains’ likely behavior in a phenotypic screen, I would like to have strains

isolated from warm hosts located in the Antarctic, such as penguins (105) or seals (106),

though to my knowledge, such strains are not (yet) available in strain catalogues.

Figure 4.6 NMDS individuals plot for growth bin. non-metric multidimensional scaling
used to examine overall patterns of growth bin by strain, the metaMDS() function from vegan
with Bray-Curtis distances, autotransform = FALSE. Left-most: colored by isolation source.
Isolation source mapped to ordination using the envfit function. Middle plot: colored by
isolation latitude, with high latitudes (the Arctic) represented by red, and low latitudes (the
Antarctic) represented by purple. Right-most: colored by isolation longitude.

After confirming that isolation source has a significant impact on growth bin values, I

examined growth bin by isolation and growth condition; since isolation material and location

were confounded, I decided to focus on isolation material (Figure 4.7). Unsurprisingly,

Psychrobacter strains isolated from warm hosts are significantly more likely to grow in rich

media (χ2 (4, 1020) = 18.9, p-value = 0.0008) compared to other isolation materials, more

likely to grow in low salt (χ2 (4, 510) = 12.5, p-value = 0.01), less likely to grow at 4 oC (χ2 (4,

680) = 13.2, p-value = 0.01), and more likely to grow at 37 oC (χ2 (4, 680) = 84.9, p-value =

2e-17).
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Figure 4.7 Psychrobacter isolation source is correlated with changes in growth bin. 85
Psychrobacter strains were tested for their ability to grow in 24 conditions with 5 replicates
per condition, varying the basal medium, % added sodium chloride, and temperature of
incubation. 0 = no growth in the majority of replicates for the condition, 1 = growth in the
majority of replicates for the condition. Isolation material abbreviations: W = warm hosts, O =
other hosts, F = food, M = marine, T = terrestrial.
A) Growth bin separated by medium: LB = Lysogeny Broth, a complex medium; MM =
minimal medium, a defined medium based off of M9 salts. B) Growth bin separated by %
sodium chloride added. C) Growth bin separated by temperature of incubation.

Overall, warm host derived strains follow some of the same patterns for growth bin as

FE strains - strains capable of growth at 37 oC - as described in Chapter 2, with improved

likelihood of growth in rich media and warm temperatures. Unlike FE strains as a whole,

warm host derived strains also exhibit improved likelihood of growth in low salt conditions

and decreased likelihood of growth at low temperatures. Many of the warm host isolated

strains are present in the basal clade of the Psychrobacter phylogeny, supporting the idea
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that the Psychrobacter ancestor preferred conditions similar to those found in warm host

bodies - nutritionally rich, little osmotic stress (relative to ocean water or glacial ice, that is),

and warm temperatures. In comparison to even the most closely related Moraxella strains,

Psychrobacter is more tolerant to cold temperatures and higher salt concentrations (107),

and between the divergence of the basal and derived clades, Psychrobacter became even

more halo- and psychrotolerant. Not all warm host derived strains behave alike; 4 strains - P.

frigidicola strain ACAM309, P. sp. JCM18900, P. sp. JCM18902, and P. sp. JCM18903 -

were isolated from the guts of penguins and porpoises, but are categorized as RE strains,

meaning they could not grow at 37 oC with any combination of medium or salt. These strains

are all members of the derived phylogenetic clade. Likely, their presence in the hosts was

transient and due to host diet. Overall, though isolation source is a useful predictor of

Psychrobacter ability to grow under particular conditions, it is not perfect.

Psychrobacter isolation source have little impact on growth rate and maximum optical

density. To explore the conditions of the growth screen that were most impactful on

Psychrobacter strains’ growth rate and maximum optical density reached, I performed an

NMDS analysis on the modeled growth curve data, followed by envfit and ANOSIM

analyses.

Visualization of the variables plot for NMDS shows that K and r are inversely

correlated, with K variables falling in lower values for NMDS axis 1 and r variables falling in

higher values for NMDS axis 1 (Figure 4.8). This is unsurprising, given that in ideal

conditions, you would expect a strain to have a high carrying capacity (high K) and a fast

growth rate (low r). However, what is surprising, is that all of the r values are tightly

clustered, indicating that there is not much variation in the r data, while the K values are

spread out. This suggests that Psychrobacter strains tend to grow at similar rates regardless

of what conditions they are growing in, while the carrying capacity varies by condition.

Similarly to the growth bin data, temperature had the largest effect, and was the only effect

that was significant (ANOSIM R: 0.11, significance = 0.006). K values for conditions at 37 oC
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are the most similar to each other and most different from other conditions, with little to no

separation between 4 and 25 oC. While r values clustered tightly, there is a clear gradient

from conditions at 4 oC having lower NMDS axis 2 values to 37 oC having higher NMDS axis

2 values. Neither base medium (ANOSIM R: 0.039, significance = 0.08) nor salt (ANOSIM R:

-0.016, significance = 0.65) had significant effects, and there is very little separation by either

variable in the variables plot. It is clear from looking at the NMDS plots there is not much

variation in the data, and from the ANOSIM R values that the variation that exists is not

attributable to the factors I measured.

Figure 4.8 NMDS variables plot for growth rate and max OD. non-metric
multidimensional scaling used to examine overall patterns of growth rate and maximum
optical density reached compared to growth conditions, the metaMDS() function from vegan
with Bray-Curtis distances, autotransform = FALSE. Left-most: colored by temperature, with
all conditions mapped to ordination using the envfit function. Middle plot: colored by % added
sodium chloride. Right-most: colored by basal medium.

Visualization of the individuals plot for NMDS reveals that there is very little structure

outside of several strains - P. sanguinis strain 13983 and P. sanguinis strain 92, P.

phenylpyruvicus, P. lutiphocae, P. aestuarii, and P. ciconiae - having quite different behaviors

and all other strains clustering tightly (Figure 4.9). The two P. sanguinis strains and P.

phenylpyruvicus did not grow in any liquid culture, so it makes sense that they would be

outliers. Conversely, P. aestuarii grew in nearly every condition, making it another easy

outlier to explain. P. lutiphocae and P. ciconiae were remarkable only in that they were some

of the few strains able to grow at 37 oC, but did not show anywhere near the flexibility of P.

aestuarii. Isolation source (ANOSIM R: 0.11, sig = 0.0008) and longitude (ANOSIM R: 0.21,
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significance = 0.06) significantly affected the data clustering, while latitude did not (ANOSIM

R: 0.12, sig = 0.12). The effect of isolation source seems largely driven by the strains that did

not grow, which all happen to be isolated from the Western hemisphere, leading to a

significant impact of longitude.

Figure 4.9 NMDS individuals plot for growth rate and max OD. non-metric
multidimensional scaling used to examine overall patterns of growth rate and maximum
optical density reached compared by strain, the metaMDS() function from vegan with
Bray-Curtis distances, autotransform = FALSE. Left-most: colored by isolation source.
Isolation source mapped to ordination using the envfit function. Middle plot: colored by
isolation latitude, with high latitudes (the Arctic) represented by red, and low latitudes (the
Antarctic) represented by purple. Right-most: colored by isolation longitude.

Because so little of the variation in the data was explainable by isolation source, I did

not further characterize it through other tests, such as linear mixed modeling. While in

theory, growth rate may be a predictor of bacterial behavior in communities (108, 109), I was

not able to glean any useful information from the growth rates I collected. If I were to repeat

this screen, it would be useful to include one strain in every batch, so that I would have a

better idea of batch effect. Even better would be to remove batches entirely by incubating all

strains in the same 96-well plates, but logistically, it seems impossible to coordinate the

growth of that many strains for the inoculation.

Psychrobacter strains exhibit more diverse oxygen utilization than previously

reported. Though Psychrobacter has previously been reported as a strict aerobe, I was

interested in whether there might be some variation in Psychrobacter’s oxygen utilization
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profile, so I conducted an oxygen utilization assay using thioglycollate broth. I defined

isolates as either “aerobic”, “microaerophilic”, “aerobic/microaerophilic”, or “facultative

anaerobic”, based on where in the broth they were able to grow (Figure 4.4). Though I

defined no strains as strict anaerobes, there was still a surprising amount of variation in the

oxygen use of the strains (Figure 4.10). There is no significant difference in the oxygen use

categories by either isolation source or by ecotype (χ2-test, all p-values adjusted for group

size > 0.05), though isolation source trends towards significance (p-value = 0.1). In

particular, the strains isolated from warm hosts seem enriched for microaerophiles - 43% of

warm host isolates were microaerophilic versus 16% of all strains tested - and depleted in

strict aerophiles - 7% of warm host isolates versus 26% of all strains tested - compared to

other isolation sources. There was no trend for differences between FE and RE strains in

oxygen usage.

Figure 4.10 No significant differences in Psychrobacter oxygen utilization by isolation
source or ecotype. Oxygen utilization was assessed using thioglycolate broth.
AR = aerobic growth only; AR,MA = aerobic and microaerophilic growth; MA =
microaerophilic growth only; FA = facultative anaerobic growth; ND = no data (no visible
growth).
A) oxygen utilization separated by isolation source. B) separated by ecotype.

The implications of oxygen use on Psychrobacter’s ecology remain unclear. Likely

the apparent differences between warm host isolated strains and other isolation sources are
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largely driven by the basal clade Psychrobacter strains, particularly P. sanguinis and P.

phenylpyruvicus. Moraxella spp. are reported as aerobic, with some strains having weak

anaerobic growth; likely the Psychrobacter ancestor behaved the same. The propensity of

many Psychrobacter strains for aerobic growth may have to do with its evolved

psychrotolerance; oxygen solubility is higher at low temperatures, increasing the need for

oxidative stress responses in psychrophiles and psychrotrophs (110).

4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter I presented the results of a large-scale phenotypic screen for 85

strains of the genus Psychrobacter, including detailed information about oxygen usage, as

well as growth capability, growth rate, and maximum optical density reached in 24 different

conditions. In particular, I was interested in Psychrobacter strains isolated from warm-bodied

hosts and whether their phenotypes may indicate fitness in a mammalian gut. Psychrobacter

strains isolated from mammals and birds greatly prefer complex media to defined media,

prefer low to mid-salt concentrations over medium-high or high, and prefer high

temperatures over low ones. I found little explainable variation in growth rate or max optical

density based on differing isolation sources. Psychrobacter strains isolated from

warm-bodied hosts trend towards enrichment for microaerophilic status, but the effect is not

significant. Overall, Psychrobacter strains isolated from warm hosts exhibit some distinct

behaviors compared to strains from other isolation sources, but these differences seem

largely driven by P. phenylpyruvicus and P. sanguinis, two species from the basal

phylogenetic clade of Psychrobacter that demonstrate Moraxella-like tendencies. Isolation

source is a valuable predictor of Psychrobacter phenotype and therefore ecological lifestyle,

but perhaps not as useful as the ecotypes discussed in Chapter 2.

Because my genomic analysis and phenotyping scale were done in tandem, I did not

test what may be the most relevant phenotypes for the genus based on genomic patterns.

For example, in Chapter 3 I present evidence that strains isolated from food-processing

environments may have increased biofilm formation capabilities; collecting data on biofilm
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productivity would therefore have been interesting. For the data I did collect, I did not

measure several variables that would have been helpful in my analysis, such as cell counts

for the inocula or detailed lag time for the growth curves, or distance from the oxygenation

zone in the thioglycollate assay. Further work could be done to characterize the phenotypic

behaviors of Psychrobacter under diverse conditions.
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Chapter 5. General Conclusion

Psychrobacter is a genus of closely related bacteria with a complex ecological

distribution. Members can be isolated from environments such as the guts of mammals or

marine sediment 6000 meters underwater, which raises questions about the evolutionary

history of these microbes. It promises to be a unique model system to unravel the effects of

niche differentiation on phenotype, genome content and pan-genome structuring.

In Chapter 2, I introduce the main body of my work in the form of a submitted

manuscript, which details a phylogenomic analysis of the family Moraxellaceae, a wide-scale

screen of Psychrobacter ability or inability to grow under diverse conditions, comparative

genomics based on strain phenotypic behavior, and Psychrobacter ability to colonize

mammalian guts. I found that phylogenomically, Psychrobacter are derived from Moraxella,

implying that Psychrobacter evolved from a Moraxella-like, mammalian pathobiont. Dividing

strains based on their ability to grow at 37 oC - into “flexible” (FE) strains versus “restricted”

(RE) strains - reveals some broad genomic differences within the genus, such as genome

size, number of pseudogenes, and diversity of iron-aquisition or lipid biosynthesis genes.

While strains isolated from warm-bodied hosts like birds and mammals are more likely to be

FE, strains from every other isolation source also display this phenotype. Both FE and RE

Psychrobacter strains were detected in the stool of polar bears, but only FE strains could

colonize germfree mice. Overall, my work suggests that the ability to grow at 37 oC is

ancestral for Psychrobacter, which subsequently diverged into strains that favor cold

environments versus strains that maintain some phenotypic flexibility.

I next present a comparative genomics analysis based on isolation source rather

than phenotypic behavior in Chapter 3. I found that strains isolated from invertebrates and

fish and food-processing sources have significantly higher gene numbers than other strains.

There are also functional genome content differences depending on isolation source, but

most of this unique gene content is due to cloud genes rather than a shared isolation source

‘core’ genome, and after controlling for population structure, there are only a few significant
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genes correlated with isolation source. The biological and ecological significance of these

genes is unclear, except for food-processing strains, which are significantly associated with

pili, which could increase adhesion and survival in the food-processing process, and strains

from fish and invertebrates, which are significantly associated with DNA replication and

transcription regulation, which could point to increased horizontal gene transfer. There were

no significant differences in levels of protein cold adaptation between isolation sources.

Finally, in Chapter 4, I present a more detailed analysis of the phenotypic screen I

present in Chapter 2. I examined the growth curve data by isolation source, and found that

Psychrobacter strains isolated from warm hosts share the broad characteristics of FE

strains; they are more likely to grow in complex media than defined media, at low salt

concentrations than high, and at high temperatures rather than low. There is not much

variation in growth rate or maximum optical density reached by isolation source, but isolation

source, rather than ecotype, seems to impact strain oxygen use. Overall these differences

seem to be driven by the phylogenetically basal clade of Psychrobacter spp.

My work is the most comprehensive examination of the genus Psychrobacter to date,

both in comparative genomics and in in vitro and in vivo growth phenotypes. I offer a critical

examination of the evolution and ecology Psychrobacter in the context of its family and its

behavior in mammalian colonization capability. Sources of isolation for Psychrobacter strains

are correlated with some differences genomically and phenotypically, but dividing strains by

their behavior may be more meaningful.

There is still much to learn about Psychrobacter. The genes or gene regulation

responsible for the remarkable generalism of FE strains could be elucidated with

transcriptomics studies comparing their growth under cold versus warm temperatures, or

even in vitro growth versus their growth in mouse guts. This would be especially interesting

using FE strains from both the basal phylogenetic clade versus the derived. The largest

genomic and phenotypic differences in the genus are between the basal and derived clades;

more detailed analysis of what makes the basal Psychrobacter strains different from their

very close Moraxella relatives, in particular, what increases their psychro- and halotolerance,
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would be be revealing for Psychrobacter’s evolutionary history. Finally, there is much to be

learned from already published data. Metagenomics datasets available through databases

such as MGnify (111) have been used to study the ecological distributions of other microbes

(112); the same approach could examine the differences in distributions between

Psychrobacter, Moraxella, and Acinetobacter to further clarify the differences in lifestyle

between these closely related taxa.
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Table S1. Moraxellaceae genomes and their characteristics. 

Species Strain NCBI Genome Isolation Citation Minimum Maximum
Acinetobacter_baumanni AB30 GCF_000746645.1_ASM74664v1_genomic.fna human surgical infection 69 15 44
Acinetobacter_boissieri ANC 4422 GCF_900096955.1_IMG-taxon_2671180229_annotated_assembly_genomic.fna floral nectar 68 4 30
Acinetobacter_calcoaceticus CA16 GCF_002055515.1_ASM205551v1_genomic.fna soil 69 15 37
Acinetobacter_celticus ANC 4603 GCF_001707755.1_ASM170775v1_genomic.fna fresh water 67 1 30
Acinetobacter_colistiniresistens NIPH 2036 GCF_000413935.1_Acin_sp_NIPH_2036_V1_genomic.fna human catheter 66 15 37
Acinetobacter_courvalinii CCUG 67960 GCF_008802255.1_ASM880225v1_genomic.fna lizard conjunctiva 65 15 40
Acinetobacter_dispersus NCCP 16014 GCF_009884975.1_ASM988497v1_genomic.fna human sputum 65 15 37
Acinetobacter_equi strain 114 GCF_001307195.1_ASM130719v1_genomic.fna horse feces 81 27 37
Acinetobacter_gandensis ANC 4275 GCF_001678755.1_ASM167875v1_genomic.fna horse 64 25 37
Acinetobacter_gyllenbergii NIPH 230 GCF_000488195.1_Acin_gyll_NIPH_230_V1_genomic.fna human vagina 63 25 37
Acinetobacter_indicus CIP 110367 GCF_000488255.1_Acin_indi_CIP110367_V2_genomic.fna hexachlorocyclohexane dump site 62 22 42
Acinetobacter_kookii ANC 4667 GCF_900096895.1_IMG-taxon_2671180219_annotated_assembly_genomic.fna soil 61 24 41
Acinetobacter_piscicola LW15 GCF_002233755.1_ASM223375v1_genomic.fna diseased cod 60 4 32
Acinetobacter_proteolyticus ANC 3849 GCF_001753605.1_ASM175360v1_genomic.fna human wound 65 15 37
Acinetobacter_puyangensis ANC 4466 GCF_900096995.1_IMG-taxon_2671180233_annotated_assembly_genomic.fna tree bark 59 10 41
Acinetobacter_radioresistens DSM 6976 GCF_000368905.1_Acin_radi_CIP_103788_V1_genomic.fna cotton tampon 58 27 42
Acinetobacter_schindleri strain ACE GCF_001971565.1_ASM197156v1_genomic.fna laboratory 57 30 41
Acinetobacter_venetianus VE-C3 GCF_000308235.1_ASM30823v2_genomic.fna lagoon water 56 30 37
Moraxella_atlantae NBRC 14588 GCF_001591265.1_ASM159126v1_genomic.fna human blood 55 22 37
Moraxella_boevrei DSM 14165 GCF_000379845.1_ASM37984v1_genomic.fna goat nasal cavity 54 33 35
Moraxella_bovis Epp63 -300 GCF_003287015.1_ASM328701v1_genomic.fna cattle conjunctivitis 53 30 37
Moraxella_bovoculi strain 58069 GCF_000988605.1_ASM98860v1_genomic.fna cattle conjunctivitis 52 25 42
Moraxella_canis CCUG 8415A GCF_002014965.1_ASM201496v1_genomic.fna dog bite wound 51 25 37
Moraxella_caprae DSM 19149 GCF_000426885.1_ASM42688v1_genomic.fna goat nasal cavity 50 30 37
Moraxella_catarrhalis BBH18 GCF_000092265.1_ASM9226v1_genomic.fna human respiratory tract 44 22 37
Moraxella_caviae CCUG 355 GCF_002014985.1_ASM201498v1_genomic.fna guinea pig pharynx 49 22 37
Moraxella_cuniculi DSM 21768 GCF_900156515.1_IMG-taxon_2681812931_annotated_assembly_genomic.fna rabit oral mucosa 48 22 37
Moraxella_equi NCTC 11012 GCF_900453335.1_48853_C02_genomic.fna equine eye 47 35 37
Moraxella_lacunata NBRC 102154 GCF_001591245.1_ASM159124v1_genomic.fna human conjunctivitis 45 35 37
Moraxella_lincolnii CCUG 9405 GCF_002014765.1_ASM201476v1_genomic.fna human nasal cavity 46 28 37
Moraxella_nonliquefaciens CCUG 348 GCF_001679005.1_ASM167900v1_genomic.fna human nasal cavity 43 25 37
Moraxella_oblonga NBRC 102422 GCF_001598275.1_ASM159827v1_genomic.fna sheep oral cavity 42 35 37
Moraxella_osloensis CCUG 350 GCF_001553955.1_ASM155395v1_genomic.fna human cerebrospinal fluid 43 25 42
Moraxella_ovis 199/55 GCF_001636015.1_ASM163601v1_genomic.fna conjunctivitis 41 25 37
Moraxella_pluranimalium CCUG 54913 GCF_002014825.1_ASM201482v1_genomic.fna pig nasal cavity 40 22 37
Moraxella_porci DSM 25326 GCF_002014855.1_ASM201485v1_genomic.fna pig brain, meningitis 39 22 42
Psychrobacter_aestuarii JCM 16343 - marine soil 71 4 37
Psychrobacter_celer DSMZ 23510 - sea water 24 4 40
Psychrobacter_ciconiae DSMZ 28412 - stork throat 21 10 40
Psychrobacter_faecalis - - polar bear feces 73 4 36
Psychrobacter_frigidicola DSMZ 12411 - ornithogenic soil 72 0 22
Psychrobacter_glacincola DSMZ 12194 - sea water 25 0 22
Psychrobacter_immobilis DSMZ 7229 - frozen meat 76 5 25
Psychrobacter_lutiphocae DSMZ 21542 - seal feces 20 10 37
Psychrobacter_maritimus DSMZ 15397 - sea water 74 4 37
Psychrobacter_namhaensis DSMZ 16330 - sea water 77 4 37
Psychrobacter_okhotskensis DSMZ 18357 - sea water 75 0 35
Psychrobacter_pacificensis DSMZ 23406 - sea water 78 4 38
Psychrobacter_piscatorii JCM 15603 - food processing 79 0 30
Psychrobacter_sanguinis DSMZ 23634 - human blood 70 4 37
Psychrobacter_urativorans DSMZ 14009 - food processing 72 4 27

Type Strain Temperature
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Table S2. Contributions of COGs to variation in gene presence/absence PCoA.
COG_category moraxellaceae_r^2 moraxellaceae_p-valuemoraxellaceae_p.adjustpsych_r^2 psych_p-value psych_p-adjust
A 0.233 0.005 0.006 0.295 0.001 0.002
B 0.355 0.001 0.001 0.077 0.034 0.037
C 0.66 0.001 0.001 0.438 0.001 0.002
D 0.192 0.005 0.006 0.119 0.009 0.011
E 0.648 0.001 0.001 0.299 0.001 0.002
F 0.748 0.001 0.001 0.179 0.002 0.003
G 0.802 0.001 0.001 0.067 0.061 0.061
H 0.629 0.001 0.001 0.069 0.051 0.053
I 0.854 0.001 0.001 0.283 0.001 0.002
J 0.645 0.001 0.001 0.181 0.002 0.003
K 0.736 0.001 0.001 0.379 0.001 0.002
L 0.028 0.508 0.508 0.136 0.002 0.003
M 0.692 0.001 0.001 0.432 0.001 0.002
N 0.141 0.028 0.031 0.467 0.001 0.002
O 0.462 0.001 0.001 0.388 0.001 0.002
P 0.669 0.001 0.001 0.556 0.001 0.002
Q 0.861 0.001 0.001 0.128 0.005 0.007
S 0.697 0.001 0.001 0.487 0.001 0.002
T 0.791 0.001 0.001 0.646 0.001 0.002
U 0.353 0.001 0.001 0.63 0.001 0.002
V 0.208 0.002 0.003 0.074 0.033 0.037
W 0.339 0.001 0.001 0.292 0.001 0.002
X 0.541 0.001 0.001 0.515 0.001 0.002
Z 0.097 0.083 0.087 0.103 0.014 0.017
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Table S3. Psychrobacter strain collection cultivation information.

Full Name Species Catalogue
Isolation 
Source Isolation Location

Previously 
Published Genome

Type Strain 
Publication

Cultivation 
Temperature

Cultivation 
Medium

Phenotyping 
Block(s) Note

P_adeliensis_SJ14 (T) adeliensis DSMZ 15333 sea water Antarctica Shivaji et al 2004 25 lysogeny broth 2, 17
P_aestuarii_SC35 (T) aestuarii JCM 16343 marine soil Suncheon Bay, Korea Baik et al 2010 30 marine broth 16, 2
P_alimentarius_JG100 (T) alimentarius DSMZ 16065 food South Korea Yoon et al 2005 30 marine broth 7, 23
P_alimentarius_JG102 alimentarius DSMZ 16066 food South Korea 25 marine broth 4, 18, 19
P_aquaticus_CMS56 (T) aquaticus DSMZ 15339 terrestrial water McMurdo Antarctica GCA_000471625.1 Shivaji et al 2005 20 lysogeny broth 2, 9
P_aquimaris_SW-210 (T) aquimaris DSMZ 16329 sea water South Sea, Korea Yoon et al 2005 30 marine broth 3
P_arcticus_273-4 (T) arcticus DSMZ 17307 soil Kolyma Lowland, Siberia GCA_000012305.1 Bakermans et al 2006 20 marine broth 3
P_arenosus_R7 (T) arenosus DSMZ 15389 marine soil Amursky Bay, Sea of Japan Romanenko et al 2004 25 marine broth 16, 2
P_celer_SW-238 (T) celer DSMZ 23510 sea water South Sea, Korea Yoon et al 2005 30 marine broth 2, 17
P_cibarius_JG-219 (T) cibarius DSMZ 16327 food Korea Jung et al 2005 30 marine broth 2, 7
P_cibarius_JG-220 cibarius DSMZ 16328 food Korea 30 marine broth 5, 20, 21
P_ciconiae_176-10 (T) ciconiae DSMZ 28412 bird Klopot, Poland Kämpfer et al 2015 30 marine broth 2, 7, 23
P_cryohalolentis_K5 (T) cryohalolentis DSMZ 17306 terrestrial water Kolyma Lowland, Siberia GCA_000013905.1 Bakermans et al 2006 20 marine broth 16, 1
P_faecalis_Iso-46 (T) faecalis DSMZ 14664 bird Germany Kämpfer et al 2002 30 lysogeny broth 16, 15
P_faecalis_PBFP-1 faecalis generated in this study mammal 25 lysogeny broth 11
P_fjordensis_BSw21516B (T) fjordensis KCTC 42279 sea water glacial fjord in Svalbard Zeng et al 2015 15 marine broth 3
P_fozii_NF23 (T) fozii BCCM LMG 21272 soil Antarctica Bozal et al 2003 15 tryptic soy broth 2, 17, 9
P_frigidicola_ACAM304 (T) frigidicola DSMZ 12411 soil Magnetic Island, Vest fold Hills GCA_007997305.1 Bowman et al 1996 10 marine broth 10
P_frigidicola_ACAM309 frigidicola NCIMB 13662 bird Magnetic Island, Antarctica 20 tryptic soy broth 3
P_fulvigenes_KC-40 (T) fulvigenes JCM 15525 invertebrate Peter the Great Bay, Russia Romanenko et al 2009 25 marine broth 16, 15
P_fulvigenes_KC-65 fulvigenes JCM 15526 invertebrate Sea of Japan, Russia Romanenko et al 2009 26 marine broth 16, 15 removed due to poor quality genome
P_glaciei_Blc20019 (T) glaciei KCTC 42280 terrestrial water Svalbard Zeng et al 2016 20 marine broth 3
P_glacincola_1447 glacincola NCIMB 115 fish North Sea 10 marine broth 5, 20, 21
P_glacincola_ACAM483 (T) glacincola DSMZ 12194 terrestrial water Amery Ice Shelf Antarctica Bowman et al 1997 15 marine broth 1, 17
P_immobilis_1159 immobilis NCIMB 206 fish North Sea 20 nutrient broth 6, 22
P_immobilis_1184 immobilis NCIMB 208 fish North Sea 20 nutrient broth 7, 23
P_immobilis_1347 immobilis NCIMB 211 fish North Sea 20 nutrient broth 9
P_immobilis_1555 immobilis NCIMB 97 fish North Sea 20 nutrient broth 5, 20, 21
P_immobilis_1617 immobilis NCIMB 99 fish North Sea 20 nutrient broth 6, 22
P_immobilis_1745 immobilis NCIMB 100 fish North Sea 20 nutrient broth 6, 22
P_immobilis_252 immobilis NCIMB 197 fish North Sea 20 nutrient broth 6, 22
P_immobilis_63 immobilis NCIMB 11650 food 25 nutrient broth 8, 24 removed due to culture contamination
P_immobilis_A-11 immobilis NCIMB 363 sea water 20 nutrient broth 7, 23
P_immobilis_A-19 immobilis NCIMB 364 sea water 20 nutrient broth 6, 22
P_immobilis_A1007 immobilis NCIMB 29 fish 20 nutrient broth 5, 20, 21
P_immobilis_A1014 immobilis NCIMB 309 fish 20 nutrient broth 6, 22
P_immobilis_A351 (T) immobilis DSMZ 7229 food GCA_003148585.1 Juni and Heym 1986 20 tryptic soy broth 3
P_immobilis_A352 immobilis NCIMB 10762 food 20 nutrient broth 8, 24
P_immobilis_Liston1000 immobilis NCIMB 98 fish North Sea 20 nutrient broth 5, 20, 21
P_immobilis_NC10 immobilis NCIMB 131 fish North Cape, Norway 20 nutrient broth 6, 22
P_immobilis_NCIMB357 immobilis NCIMB 357 fish Sri Lanka 25 tryptic soy broth 6, 22
P_immobilis_NCIMB361 immobilis NCIMB 361 fish Sri Lanka 20 nutrient broth 6, 22
P_immobilis_NCIMB362 immobilis NCIMB 362 fish Sri Lanka 20 nutrient broth 6, 22
P_immobilis_PAY immobilis NCIMB 13238 built Germany 25 nutrient broth - removed due to cultue contamination
P_immobilis_S3 immobilis NCIMB 2060 fish 20 marine broth 8, 24
P_jeotgali_YKJ-103 (T) jeotgali DSMZ 23423 food South Korea Yoon et al 2003 30 marine broth 3
P_luti_NF11 (T) luti BCCM LMG 21276 soil Antarctica Bozal et al 2003 15 tryptic soy broth 16, 2
P_lutiphocae_IMMIBL-1110 (T) lutiphocae DSMZ 21542 mammal Schleswig-Holstein, Germany GCA_000382145.1 Yassin and Busse 2009 37 tryptic soy broth 16, 15
P_marincola_KMM227 (T) marincola DSMZ 14160 invertebrate Indian Ocean Romanenko et al 2002 25 marine broth 7, 23
P_maritimus_Pi2-20 (T) maritimus DSMZ 15387 sea water Amursky Bay, Sea of Japan Romanenko et al 2004 30 marine broth 16, 2
P_maritimus_Pi2-25 maritimus DSMZ 15397 sea water Sea of Japan, Russia 25 marine broth 4, 18, 19
P_namhaensis_SW-242 (T) namhaensis DSMZ 16330 sea water South Sea, Korea Yoon et al 2005 25 marine broth 3
P_nivimaris_88-2-7 (T) nivimaris DSMZ 16093 sea water Southern Atlantic Ocean GCA_009812035.1 Heuchert et al 2004 30 marine broth 3
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P_oceani_4k5 (T) oceani JCM 30235 marine soil Pacific Ocean Matsuyama et al 2015 25 marine broth 3
P_okhotskensis_76 okhotskensis NCIMB 178 fish North Sea 20 marine broth 8, 24 removed - unable to confirm pure culture
P_okhotskensis_A1004 okhotskensis NCIMB 28 fish 20 nutrient broth 8, 24
P_okhotskensis_MD17 (T) okhotskensis DSMZ 18357 sea water Okhotsk Sea Yumoto et al 2003 30 marine broth 1, 17
P_pacificensis_NIBH-P2K6 (T) pacificensis DSMZ 23406 sea water Japan Trench Maruyama et al 2000 20 marine broth 15, 8, 24
P_phenylpyruvicus_ACAM535 (T) phenylpyruvicus DSMZ 7000 mammal GCA_001591185.1 Bowman et al 1996 30 blood agar 13
P_piscatorii_T-3-2 (T) piscatorii JCM 15603 food Japan Zhou et al 2016 25 lysogeny broth 1, 15
P_pisciculus pisciculus ACTCC BAA-2286 fish 22 tryptic soy broth 9 removed due to poor quality genome
P_priscuii_LFX-15B1 priscuii ATCC BAA-1624 terrestrial water Lake Fryxell, Antarctica 20 tryptic soy broth 4, 18, 19
P_proteolyticus_116 (T) proteolyticus DSMZ 13887 invertebrate King George Island Antarctica Denner et al 2001 20 marine broth 4, 18, 19
P_pulmonis_ES2-W5a2 pulmonis DSMZ 30630 built Noordwijk Netherlands 30 lysogeny broth 11
P_pulmonis_S-606 pulmonis DSMZ 16214 mammal Zaragoza, Spain Vela et al 2003 30 lysogeny broth 11
P_salsus_DD48 (T) salsus DSMZ 15338 sea water Adelie Island Shivaji et al 2005 30 lysogeny broth 10
P_sanguinis_10070 sanguinis DSMZ 23637 mammal Erie county NY USA 30 blood agar 13
P_sanguinis_13983 (T) sanguinis DSMZ 23635 mammal Queens county, NY USA Wirth et al 2012 30 blood agar 13
P_sanguinis_1501 sanguinis DSMZ 23634 mammal Oneida county, NY USA 37 blood agar 14
P_sanguinis_92 sanguinis DSMZ 23636 mammal Albany county, NY USA 30 blood agar 13
P_sp_1044 sp. 1044 NCIMB 111 fish North Sea 20 marine broth 8, 24
P_sp_2pS species 2ps DSMZ 16092 terrestrial water Kolyma Lowland, Siberia 20 lysogeny broth 4, 18, 19
P_sp_72-O-c immobilis NCIMB 2071 soil Lang Hovde, Antarctica 20 nutrient broth 9
P_sp_CMS30 sp. CMS30 DSMZ 15323 terrestrial water McMurdo Antarctica 20 lysogeny broth 4, 18, 19
P_sp_DD2 sp. DD2 DSMZ 15331 sea water Antarctica 22 lysogeny broth 10 removed - unable to confirm pure culture
P_sp_DD43 sp. DD43 DSMZ 15332 sea water Adelie Island 20 lysogeny broth 7, 23
P_sp_H7-1 sp H7-1 DSMZ 5682 fish 30 nutrient broth 4, 18, 19
P_sp_H8-1 sp H8-1 DSMZ 5684 food 30 nutrient broth 5, 20, 21, 8, 24
P_sp_HII-4 sp HII-4 DSMZ 5683 food Japan 30 nutrient broth 4, 18, 19
P_sp_IAM12030-72-O-c sp. IAM 12030 JCM 20360 soil Showa Station, Antarctica 30 lysogeny broth 8, 24
P_sp_JCM18900 sp. 18900 JCM 18900 mammal GCA_000586415.1 30 marine broth 5, 20, 21, 8, 24
P_sp_JCM18902 sp. 18902 JCM 18902 mammal GCA_000586455.1 30 marine broth 7, 23
P_sp_JCM18903 sp. 18903 JCM 18903 mammal GCA_000586475.1 30 marine broth 5, 20, 21
P_sp_NC44 sp. NC44 NCIMB 578 fish North Cape, Norway 20 nutrient broth 8, 24
P_sp_Pi2-1 sp. Pi 2-1 DSMZ 15403 sea water Sea of Japan, Russia 25 marine broth 5, 20, 21
P_sp_Pi2-51 sp. Pi 2-51 DSMZ 15386 sea water Sea of Japan, Russia 25 marine broth 4, 18, 19
P_sp_Pi2-52 sp. Pi 2-52 DSMZ 15405 sea water Sea of Japan, Russia 25 marine broth 4, 18, 19
P_spJCM18901 sp. JCM 18901 JCM 18901 mammal GCA_000586435.1 30 marine broth 5, 20, 21 removed due to poor quality genome
P_submarinus_KMM225 (T) submarinus DSMZ 14161 sea water Pacific Ocean Romanenko et al 2002 25 marine agar 7, 23
P_urativorans_ACAM311 urativorans NCIMB 13663 soil Magnetic Island, Antarctica 10 tryptic soy broth 9
P_urativorans_ACAM534 (T) urativorans DSMZ 14009 food Bowman et al 1996 15 tryptic soy broth 1, 17
P_vallis_CMS39 (T) vallis DSMZ 15337 terrestrial water Miers Valley Antarctica Shivaji et al 2005 20 lysogeny broth 7, 23
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Table S4. Psychrobacter strain collection sequencing summary.

Full name
MiSeq Reads 
(post QC)

HiSeq Reads 
(post QC)

Nanopore Reads 
(post QC) Completeness Contamination

Strain 
Heterogeneity Genome Size

Scaffold 
Number Scaffold N50

Mean 
Scaffold 
Length

Longest 
Scaffold Note

P_adeliensis_SJ14 1.48E+05 - 5.91E+04 99.44 1.14 37.5 3.09E+06 10 1.64E+06 3.09E+05 1.64E+06
P_aestuarii_SC35 - 2.56E+06 1.21E+04 100 0.82 0 2.80E+06 3 2.78E+06 9.32E+05 2.78E+06
P_alimentarius_JG100 - 2.44E+07 - 99.73 1.7 0 3.38E+06 36 2.05E+05 9.39E+04 4.58E+05
P_alimentarius_JG102 7.61E+05 - - 99.73 1.7 0 3.38E+06 39 2.02E+05 8.66E+04 6.77E+05
P_aquaticus_CMS56 2.35E+06 - - 99.58 0.55 0 3.22E+06 34 1.88E+05 9.48E+04 7.29E+05
P_aquimaris_SW-210 1.11E+06 - 1.60E+05 100 0.32 0 3.44E+06 17 7.80E+05 2.02E+05 1.26E+06
P_arcticus_273-4 - 3.62E+06 - 99.73 0 0 2.60E+06 223 2.22E+04 1.17E+04 1.45E+05
P_arenosus_R7 7.00E+05 - 4.62E+04 99.95 0.69 0 3.70E+06 1 3.70E+06 3.70E+06 3.70E+06
P_celer_SW-238 - 7.70E+06 - 99.63 0.62 0 3.02E+06 68 1.11E+05 4.44E+04 3.63E+05
P_cibarius_JG-219 4.00E+05 - - 100 0.27 0 3.22E+06 129 7.18E+04 2.50E+04 2.07E+05
P_cibarius_JG-220 2.15E+05 - 1.17E+05 99.56 0.5 33.33 3.41E+06 35 5.06E+05 9.74E+04 8.64E+05
P_ciconiae_176-10 3.14E+05 - 2.31E+05 98.83 0.27 0 2.48E+06 2 2.44E+06 1.24E+06 2.44E+06
P_cryohalolentis_K5 4.48E+05 - - 100 0 0 3.04E+06 31 2.77E+05 9.79E+04 5.10E+05
P_faecalis_Iso-46 - 8.55E+06 - 99.44 0.27 0 3.07E+06 101 6.55E+04 3.04E+04 1.56E+05
P_faecalis_PBFP-1 2.49E+05 - 3.16E+05 99.53 0.27 0 3.21E+06 19 1.11E+06 1.69E+05 1.50E+06
P_fjordensis_BSw21516B 2.94E+05 - 2.36E+04 98.35 1.5 0 3.44E+06 8 2.04E+06 4.30E+05 2.04E+06
P_fozii_NF23 2.05E+06 - - 99.68 1.25 16.67 3.50E+06 24 4.28E+05 1.46E+05 6.77E+05
P_frigidicola_ACAM304 - 1.07E+07 2.95E+04 99.6 1.28 0 2.86E+06 2 2.86E+06 1.43E+06 2.86E+06
P_frigidicola_ACAM309 - 6.78E+06 - 97.73 0.69 0 2.78E+06 78 7.74E+04 3.56E+04 3.36E+05
P_fulvigenes 314632 - - 98.28 8.93 88.89 3558315 246 29134 14464 117589 removed due to poor quality genome
P_fulvigenes_KC-40 2.11E+05 - 9.45E+02 99.18 1.85 20 3.47E+06 5 3.40E+06 6.93E+05 3.40E+06
P_glaciei_Blc20019 1.07E+06 - - 99.86 0.62 0 3.35E+06 20 5.49E+05 1.68E+05 9.21E+05
P_glacincola_1447 2.09E+05 - - 99.86 0.32 0 3.30E+06 5 1.17E+06 6.61E+05 1.46E+06
P_glacincola_ACAM483 8.02E+05 - - 100 0.37 100 3.25E+06 117 1.26E+05 2.78E+04 3.06E+05
P_immobilis_1159 1.83E+06 - - 99.73 1.21 62.5 3.56E+06 198 1.05E+05 1.80E+04 3.66E+05
P_immobilis_1184 3.02E+05 - 6.78E+03 99.31 1.24 0 3.25E+06 6 3.16E+06 5.41E+05 3.16E+06
P_immobilis_1347 5.24E+05 - - 99.91 0.27 0 3.01E+06 124 4.75E+04 2.43E+04 1.25E+05
P_immobilis_1555 1.29E+06 - - 100 0.27 0 3.49E+06 68 1.94E+05 5.13E+04 2.64E+05
P_immobilis_1617 2.01E+06 - - 100 0.27 0 3.47E+06 74 1.13E+05 4.69E+04 2.20E+05
P_immobilis_1745 7.68E+05 - - 99.95 1.24 0 3.17E+06 72 1.25E+05 4.40E+04 3.51E+05
P_immobilis_252 3.25E+05 - - 99.28 0.96 0 3.36E+06 178 3.73E+04 1.89E+04 1.17E+05
P_immobilis_63 377746 213901 - 100 0.77 0 4933919 64 179966 77092 366327 removed - culture contamination
P_immobilis_A-11 9.24E+05 - - 100 0.82 0 3.12E+06 28 4.48E+05 1.12E+05 6.30E+05
P_immobilis_A-19 5.13E+05 - 9.04E+03 99.25 1.1 0 3.30E+06 37 3.05E+06 8.92E+04 3.05E+06
P_immobilis_A1007 5.27E+05 - - 99.86 0.55 0 3.62E+06 132 9.39E+04 2.74E+04 3.23E+05
P_immobilis_A1014 1.11E+06 - - 99.95 0.96 0 3.55E+06 107 7.94E+04 3.32E+04 3.78E+05
P_immobilis_A351 1.17E+06 - - 100 0.55 0 3.24E+06 52 1.45E+05 6.24E+04 4.68E+05
P_immobilis_A352 - 9.64E+06 - 99.73 0.82 0 3.34E+06 63 1.25E+05 5.30E+04 4.00E+05
P_immobilis_Liston1000 1.09E+06 - - 99.95 0.82 0 3.22E+06 68 1.78E+05 4.74E+04 2.92E+05
P_immobilis_NC10 1.75E+05 - 4.24E+03 99.18 1.47 50 3.47E+06 27 5.36E+05 1.29E+05 1.65E+06
P_immobilis_NCIMB357 1.51E+06 - - 100 0.27 0 3.39E+06 75 1.62E+05 4.52E+04 2.69E+05
P_immobilis_NCIMB361 1.09E+06 - - 100 0.27 0 3.44E+06 60 1.42E+05 5.74E+04 4.73E+05
P_immobilis_NCIMB362 3.46E+05 - - 99.4 0 0 3.21E+06 127 6.85E+04 2.53E+04 1.58E+05
P_immobilis_PAY 336961 - - 99.66 0.95 0 5356516 195 101235 27469 408453 removed - culture contamination
P_immobilis_S3 - 8.82E+06 - 99.95 0.27 0 3.23E+06 79 1.30E+05 4.09E+04 4.57E+05
P_jeotgali_YKJ-103 - 8.16E+05 2.75E+04 98.3 0.55 0 3.14E+06 7 3.11E+06 4.48E+05 3.11E+06
P_luti_NF11 1.07E+06 - - 99.95 0 0 2.97E+06 20 5.11E+05 1.48E+05 5.97E+05
P_lutiphocae_IMMIBL-1110 2.49E+05 - 2.00E+05 99.79 0.17 33.33 3.21E+06 7 2.89E+06 4.59E+05 2.89E+06
P_marincola_KMM227 - 1.26E+07 - 99.85 0.55 0 3.06E+06 43 1.75E+05 7.11E+04 3.99E+05
P_maritimus_Pi2-20 - 1.84E+06 - 99.95 0 0 3.16E+06 53 1.71E+05 5.97E+04 3.80E+05
P_maritimus_Pi2-25 7.20E+05 - - 99.54 0 0 3.18E+06 28 3.53E+05 1.13E+05 7.12E+05
P_namhaensis_SW-242 3.01E+05 - 3.29E+05 96.98 1.1 75 2.82E+06 12 4.85E+05 2.35E+05 5.82E+05
P_nivimaris_88-2-7 7.55E+05 - - 99.95 1.17 0 3.39E+06 84 8.05E+04 4.04E+04 2.50E+05
P_oceani_4k5 - 7.95E+06 - 100 0.27 0 2.98E+06 81 8.19E+04 3.68E+04 2.15E+05
P_okhotskensis_76 65468 - - 100 0.55 0 3156063 49 134244 64409 467980 removed - unable to confirm pure culture
P_okhotskensis_A1004 - 1.07E+07 - 99.86 1.24 0 3.43E+06 90 7.90E+04 3.81E+04 2.33E+05
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P_okhotskensis_MD17 - 2.41E+07 - 99.95 1.17 0 3.45E+06 105 7.47E+04 3.28E+04 3.18E+05
P_pacificensis_NIBH-P2K6 2.91E+05 - 2.05E+05 100 1.65 71.43 3.17E+06 44 4.43E+05 7.20E+04 8.44E+05
P_phenylpyruvicus_ACAM535 1.02E+06 - - 99.89 0.49 0 3.28E+06 9 3.23E+06 3.64E+05 3.23E+06
P_piscatorii_T-3-2 1.06E+06 - - 99.91 1.51 12.5 3.51E+06 120 9.30E+04 2.93E+04 1.94E+05
P_pisciculus_MF2-10b2 736797 - - 39.79 3.82 56 1302753 1617 790 805 3620 removed due to poor quality genome
P_priscuii_LFX-15B1 1.33E+06 - - 100 0.55 0 3.08E+06 47 1.89E+05 6.55E+04 3.44E+05
P_proteolyticus_116 1.62E+06 - - 99.85 0.55 0 3.04E+06 17 6.58E+05 1.79E+05 8.71E+05
P_pulmonis_ES2-W5a2 2.23E+05 - - 97.29 1.73 92.31 3.31E+06 29 3.18E+06 1.14E+05 3.18E+06
P_pulmonis_S-606 5.24E+05 - - 99.67 0.64 0 2.98E+06 13 6.37E+05 2.29E+05 8.76E+05
P_salsus_DD48 1.00E+06 - - 99.08 0.92 0 2.89E+06 68 1.14E+05 4.26E+04 2.69E+05
P_sanguinis_10070 1.05E+06 - - 99.75 1.76 15.38 3.16E+06 127 1.43E+05 2.49E+04 3.36E+05
P_sanguinis_13983 - 8.89E+06 - 99.79 0.69 57.14 3.18E+06 173 5.03E+04 1.84E+04 1.62E+05
P_sanguinis_1501 - 1.06E+07 - 99.79 0.6 50 3.07E+06 180 3.40E+04 1.71E+04 1.02E+05
P_sanguinis_92 1.22E+06 - - 99.66 0.41 0 3.25E+06 177 4.82E+04 1.84E+04 2.15E+05
P_sp_1044 - 2.64E+06 - 100 0.32 0 3.35E+06 62 1.73E+05 5.40E+04 3.44E+05
P_sp_2pS 1.19E+06 - - 100 0.38 0 3.35E+06 28 4.21E+05 1.20E+05 5.71E+05
P_sp_72-O-c - 1.09E+07 - 99.73 0.59 33.33 3.18E+06 82 7.67E+04 3.87E+04 1.74E+05
P_sp_CMS30 2.24E+05 - 2.39E+04 98.58 0.73 87.5 3.13E+06 52 1.33E+05 6.02E+04 2.49E+05
P_sp_DD2 343471 - - 99.08 0.92 0 2900144 82 63280 35367 164171 removed - unable to confirm pure culture
P_sp_DD43 - 2.11E+07 - 99.95 0 0 3.04E+06 49 1.13E+05 6.21E+04 2.74E+05
P_sp_H7-1 1.20E+06 - - 99.93 0.37 0 3.15E+06 117 5.37E+04 2.69E+04 1.85E+05
P_sp_H8-1 2.37E+05 - - 99.63 1.44 42.86 3.35E+06 7 3.35E+06 4.79E+05 3.35E+06
P_sp_HII-4 5.96E+05 - - 99.63 0.55 0 3.24E+06 122 9.02E+04 2.66E+04 4.10E+05
P_sp_IAM12030-72-O-c 1.06E+06 - - 99.73 0.59 33.33 3.22E+06 81 7.92E+04 3.98E+04 1.74E+05
P_sp_JCM18900 1.54E+06 3.26E+05 - 99.67 0.69 0 3.28E+06 18 6.50E+05 1.82E+05 7.41E+05
P_sp_JCM18902 3.36E+05 - - 99.86 0.27 0 3.31E+06 5 3.22E+06 6.62E+05 3.22E+06
P_sp_JCM18903 2.46E+06 - - 100 0.82 75 3.46E+06 30 3.38E+05 1.15E+05 6.60E+05
P_sp_NC44 - 1.09E+07 - 100 0.82 0 3.25E+06 46 1.88E+05 7.05E+04 3.46E+05
P_sp_Pi2-1 1.48E+06 - - 99.95 0.82 0 3.19E+06 67 1.33E+05 4.77E+04 5.29E+05
P_sp_Pi2-51 - 1.51E+07 - 99.68 0.6 0 3.42E+06 69 1.39E+05 4.96E+04 2.98E+05
P_sp_Pi2-52 - 9.64E+06 - 99.95 0.62 0 3.25E+06 69 1.08E+05 4.72E+04 2.94E+05
P_spJCM18901 93588 - - 88.58 5.89 82 3192919 89 184819 35875 572067 removed due to poor quality genome
P_submarinus_KMM225 - 2.78E+07 4.95E+03 99.91 0.55 50 3.01E+06 6 7.38E+05 5.02E+05 1.43E+06
P_urativorans_ACAM311 - 2.25E+06 - 97.73 0.69 0 2.73E+06 63 1.04E+05 4.34E+04 3.10E+05
P_urativorans_ACAM534 2.03E+06 - - 99.68 1.61 0 3.46E+06 75 1.28E+05 4.61E+04 5.45E+05
P_vallis_CMS39 - 9.20E+06 - 99.85 0.6 0 3.22E+06 56 1.51E+05 5.75E+04 3.28E+05
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Table 3.1 Gene clusters significantly associated with Psychrobacter  isolation source. 
geneCluster paralogs predicted gene name KEGG KO COG category eggNOG annotation isolation source num. isolation source % isolation source num. other isolation sources % other isolation sources

GC00002129_1 0 0 3 5
GC00002129_2 0 0 1 2
GC00002129_r1_1 0 0 2 3
GC00002129_r1_2 0 0 1 2
GC00002129_r1_3*** 9 39 6 10
GC00002129_r1_r1_1 0 0 1 2
GC00002129_r1_r1_r1_1 1 4 7 11
GC00002231_1 0 0 1 2
GC00002231_2 2 9 2 3
GC00002231_r1_1*** 11 48 9 15

GC00002376 GC00002376*** BGR_15850 - L DNA primase other host 6 26 10 16
GC00002380_1 - K00590 L cytosine specific DNA methyltransferase 0 0 1 2
GC00002380_r1_1 - K00571,K07319,K13581 L adenine specific DNA methyltransferase 0 0 1 2
GC00002380_r1_2*** - K00571,K07319 L adenine specific DNA methyltransferase 10 43 6 10
GC00000256_1 0 0 2 3
GC00000256_2 0 0 1 1
GC00000256_3 0 0 1 1
GC00000256_r1_1 0 0 1 1
GC00000256_r1_r1_1_p1*** 7 64 21 28
GC00000256_r1_r1_1_p2 11 100 72 97

GC00002564 GC00002564 fimC/D K07347 M outer membrane usher proteinfood 5 45 7 9
GC00002565 GC00002565 fimB K07346,K07357,K15540 N,U fimbrial chaperone food 5 45 7 9
GC00002566 GC00002566 fimA K07345 N,U major subunit type 1 fimbrin food 5 45 7 9
GC00002666 GC00002666 fimA K07345 N,U major subunit type 1 fimbrin food 5 45 6 8
GC00002047 GC00002047 - - S DUF1810 marine 15 71 13 20

GC00002181_1 1 5 0 0
GC00002181_2*** 11 52 12 19
GC00000111_1 0 0 1 1
GC00000111_2 0 0 1 1
GC00000111_3 0 0 1 1
GC00000111_4 1 6 0 0
GC00000111_5 0 0 1 1
GC00000111_6*** 6 38 54 78
GC00000111_r1_1 0 0 1 1
GC00000111_r1_r1_1 6 38 47 68

All homologs of the significant gene clusters are listed. Significant genes, as determined by treeWAS, are marked with an "***" and written in bold. 

other hostGC00002129 - - X -

GC00002231

GC00002380

GC00000256 food

other host

other host

- - K

marineGC00002181

GC00000111 terrestrialtnpR - L resolvase

- -

nucleotide binding protein

X -

- - S KWG leptospira repeat protein
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